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1. Introduction 
Unification deals with the problem of solving an equation of the form s= t in the 
free algebra T(F,X) of terms that are generated from the function symbols in F (each 
of them with a fixed arity) and the variables in X. As is well-known such an equation 
either has no solution at all, or there exists a single most general solution [19], i.e., 
each solution is an instance of this most general one. Also algorithms are known 
that determine this most general solution in linear time from the given equation [17]. 
Unification is an essential tool in logic programming and machine-oriented logic, where 
it is the basic mechanism underlying the resolution principle, and it is fundamental in 
the rewrite-rule based approach to equational reasoning as embodied in the Knuth- 
Bendix completion procedure [11. 
Often we are interested in reasoning about terms modulo a lst-order equational 
theory, and it has proved fruitful in many cases to “build-in” such a theory in the 
unification process. This leads to the notion of equational unzjication, E-unification for 
short, the problem of solving an equation in (the initial model for) the given equational 
theory. Because of its importance for logic programming and equational reasoning, this 
problem has received a great deal of attention in the literature; see [3] for a recent 
survey of the area. 
We can generalize the syntactic unification problem in another direction, by consider- 
ing terms which may contain function variables, eligible for instantiation. For example, 
if a is an individual constant, f a function symbol, and u a function variable, then 
the unification problem f(a) = o(a) has the solution in which u is instantiated by f, 
and the solution in which u is instantiated by the constant function f(a). This is an 
example of a 2nd-order-uni$cation problem. Note that there is no equational theory in 
the background here, but the relevant equality is not simply syntactic equality, either: 
some information about how functions behave is built into the theory. In particular, 
in 2nd-order unification it is customary to take function variables as ranging over the 
functions definable in the lambda-calculus, and to take equality between functions to 
be axiomatized by the (/I) and (7) equations of the lambda-calculus. 
We are naturally led to combine these generalizations, allowing function variables 
and postulating certain equations between first-order terms as axioms. Naturally enough, 
this is called 2nd-order E-unification. 
Certain variations are significant in practice. One must often consider simultaneous 
unification problems, in which we seek a solution to a set of equations. Finally, it is 
sometimes important to consider “one-sided” unification, in which only one, designated, 
term in a pair is eligible for instantiation. This is the matching problem. Needless to 
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say, each of these variations can be considered in an equational and/or a 2nd-order 
framework. 
Clearly both E-unification and 2nd-order-unification are harder than syntactic unifi- 
cation, in an intuitive sense. One way to make this precise is to observe that syntactic 
unification is easily decidable, while each of E-unification and 2nd-order-unification are 
undecidable in general (see [3] for a discussion). But beyond this the situation is not 
so straightforward. 
In this paper we present some results which help to clarify the relationships among 
these paradigms, typically comparing them with respect o decidability. To derive these 
results it has turned out to be sufficient o look at equational theories that are generated 
by finite convergent erm-rewriting systems in which only unary function symbols 
appear. A term-rewriting system of this form can easily be interpreted as a string- 
rewriting system, and we will make heavy use of string-rewriting terminology. 
1 .l. Summary of results 
Let F denote a signature in which all function symbols occurring have arity 1, and let 
B be a set of equations which do not involve any individual constants, and in each of 
which the same individual variable occurs. Thus, 6’ expresses ome universal relation- 
ships among the functions in F (such as “f and g commute”, or “f is idempotent”). 
Such equations may conveniently be presented as equations between strings. 
A model J&’ for d consists of a set A4 and a collection F = {fi 1 i E I} of unary 
functions over M. In such a model we may ask whether an equation s= t has a 
solution, when the variables range over the individuals and (perhaps) the functions of 
A. But there are two natural choices for what we mean by “the functions of M’. One 
is to consider the functions which are lambda-definable from the elements of F - this 
leads to the full 2nd-order E-unification problem. Another point of view would be to 
take function variables as denoting only functions that are generated (by composition) 
from the interpretations of the elements of F. Here we are working in the monoid of 
functions over M that is generated by F. This latter situation is precisely the word 
unijcation problem for 8, when 6’ is treated simply as a set of string-equations. 
So the same set of equations d defines three different notions of unification: the 
lst-order E-unification problem, the 2nd-order E-unification problem, and the word 
unification problem. Of course we may also consider the analogous matching problems, 
and for each of these the simultaneous versions. 
Two problems are said to be (recursiuely) independent if there exist theories d 
for which the one problem is decidable while the other problem is undecidable, and 
conversely. We show that the equational unification problem is independent of: 
l the equational matching problem (Section 3), 
l the word matching problem (Section 4), and 
l the (simultaneous) 2nd-order equational matching problem (Section 5). 
In addition, we prove that the simultaneous E-unification problem is decidable for 
theories B which are defined by finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems 
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(Section 3), and that for arbitrary d as above the (single-pair) 2nd-order E-matching 
problem is recursively reducible to the (lst-order) E-matching problem (Theorem 5.1). 
Finally, we prove that for finite string-rewriting systems in general, the 2nd-order equa- 
tional unification problem reduces to the word unification problem (Theorem 6.5), but 
that, on the other hand, there exists a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string- 
rewriting system for which the 2nd-order equational unification problem is decidable, 
while the word unification problem is undecidable for this system (Theorem 6.6). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some basic definitions are 
given, and the terminology used is introduced. In Section 3 the lst-order equational 
matching and unification problems for finite, convergent string-rewriting systems are 
considered, and in Section 4 these problems are related to the equational word matching 
and unification problems. In Section 5 the 2nd-order equational matching and unifica- 
tion problems are defined, and the above-mentioned results on the 2nd-order equational 
matching problem are derived. Finally in Section 6 the 2nd-order equational unification 
problem is related to the equational word unification problem. The paper closes with a 
short summary. In an appendix we discuss the 2nd-order equational matching and uni- 
fication problems for string-rewriting systems in the case that also function variables of 
arity larger than one are taken into account. As it will turn out these function variables 
do not make the problems considered more difficult. This justifies the definitions of 
2nd-order equational matching and unification that are used in the main body of the 
paper. 
2. Preliminaries 
Here we present he basic definitions concerning term-rewriting systems, equational 
unification, and string-rewriting systems that we will need throughout the paper. We 
keep the definitions given to a minimum - more information and discussion of the 
notions introduced can be found in the literature. For term-rewriting systems our main 
reference is Dershowitz and Jouannaud [7], for equational unification it is Baader and 
Siekmann [3], and for string-rewriting systems it is Book and Otto [5]. 
Let F be a finite set of function symbols, each f E F having a fixed arity a(f) E N, 
and let X be a countably infinite set of variables. As usual, function symbols of arity 
0 will be called constants. Then T = T(F,X) denotes the set of terms generated by F 
and X. 
A term t E T(F,X) can be seen as a finite ordered tree, the leaves of which are 
labeled with variables or constants and the internal nodes of which are labeled with 
function symbols of positive arity such that the outdegree of an internal node equals 
the arity of its label. Thus, a position within a term can be represented - in Dewey 
decimal notation - as the sequence of positive integers which describes the path from 
the root to that position. Accordingly, the set O(t) of occurrences of the term t is 
the set of sequences of positive integers describing the positions in t. The length 
of the longest of these sequences i called the depth of the term t, which is denoted as 
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depth(t), and the number of sequences in 0(t) is the size of t, denoted as size(t). For 
example, if t = f@(a), h(x)), where f is a binary function symbol (that is, u(f) = 2), 
g and h are unary function symbols (that is, a(g) = a(h) = l), a is a constant, and x 
is a variable, then O(t)={~,1,2,1.1,2.1}, depth(t)=2, and size(t)=5. For pro, 
t lP denotes the subterm of t at occurrence p. If s is another term, then t[~]~ denotes 
the term that is obtained by replacing the subterm of t at occurrence p by the term s. 
For a term t E T(F,X), Var(t) denotes the set of variables that have occurrences in t. 
If no variable occurs more than once in t, then t is called a linear term. 
A substitution is a mapping ts :X 4 T(F,X) such that a(x) =x holds for almost all 
variables x. It can uniquely be extended to a morphism 0 : T(F,X) --f T(F,X). 
A term-rewriting system R is a (finite) set of rules {tj -+ ri ) i E I}, where ej and rj 
are terms from T(F,X) such that Var(ri)CVar(ei) (iE1). 
A term t is reducible modulo R if there is a rule 8 -+ r in R, an occurrence p E O(t), 
and a substitution c such that o(e) = tjp. The term t[c$r)],, is the result of reducing t
by & + r at p. By AR we denote the single-step reduction relation defined by the term- 
rewriting system R. Its reflexive and transitive closure -+i is the reduction relation 
induced by R. A tenn t is said to be in normal form or irreducible modulo R if no 
reduction can be applied to t. By IRR(R) we denote the set of all irreducible terms. 
The equational theory that is associated with a term-rewriting system R is the con- 
gruence =R that is generated by the reduction relation -fR, that is, it is the congruence 
-R* := (+R U CR)*. 
A term-rewriting system R is said to be noetherian if there are no infinite sequences 
of reductions, that is, for each term t, each sequence t +R tl +R . . is finite. It is 
lOCa/ly COnjheHt if, for all terms s, t, and U, s -)R t and s +R u imply that, for 
some term w, t -+i w and u -+i w. It is confluent if, for all terms s, t, and u, 
s -z t and s -f u imply that, for some term w, t 4: w and u -i w. Finally, R 
is called convergent (or complete) if it is both noetherian and confluent. In this case 
each term has a unique normal form with respect to R, that is, for each term t, there 
exists one and only one irreducible term to such that t =R to. In addition, from t the 
term to can be determined effectively by reduction. The system R is depth-reducing if 
depth(/) > depth(v) holds for each rule G 4 Y of R. It is linear if all the terms occurring 
as the left-hand side or the right-hand side of a rule of R are linear. 
Let R be a term-rewriting system on T(F,X). Two terms s, t E T(F,X) are said to 
be unijiable modulo R if there exists a substitution 0 such that C(S) =R o(t) holds. 
The substitution 0 is then called an R-unijer of s and t. We say that there exists an 
R-match from s onto t if there exists a substitution (r such that a(s) =R t. 
As indicated in the introduction our main results will be concerned with term- 
rewriting systems that only involve ftmction symbols of arity one. In fact, this class of 
term-rewriting systems is essentially just the class of string-rewriting systems. 
Let Z be an alphabet and C* be the set of all strings over C including the empty 
string /2. For w E C”, ]w( denotes the length of w. Obviously, C* is in one-to-one 
correspondence to the set of terms Z’(C,{x}), where each letter from C is simply 
interpreted as a unary function symbol. 
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A string-rewriting system S on an alphabet Z is a (finite) set of pairs of strings 
from C*. A pair (k,r) is often referred to as a rule. Usually, the rule (8,r) will 
be denoted as (e-r). For a rule (8 -+ r), 4 is said to be its left-hand side and 
Y its right-hand side. The set of all left-hand sides of a string-rewriting system S is 
denoted by domain(S), and the set of its right-hand sides is denoted by range(S). Under 
the isomorphism between C* and T(C, {x}) the string-rewriting system S corresponds 
to the term-rewriting system Rs := {f(x) -+ r(x) I(8 --f r) E 8). Thus, the notions of 
being noetherian, locally confluent, confluent, and convergent immediately carry over 
to string-rewriting systems. 
We close this section by introducing some additional notation that we will only need 
for the case of string-rewriting systems. 
Let S be a string-rewriting system on Z. For u E C*, [u]s denotes the congruence 
class [u]s = {w E Z* 1 24 -s* IV}, and for a language L C C*, [L]s = l_luEL [u]~. 
A string-rewriting system S is called length-reducing if each rule (/ +r) of S 
satisfies ]{I> 1~1. Observe that S is length-reducing if and only if the term-rewriting 
system Rs is depth-reducing. It is called monadic if it is length-reducing, and if 
range(S) c C U {A}, that is, if the right-hand side of each rule of S is a single let- 
ter or the empty string. Finally, it is called speciaZ if it is length-reducing, and if 
range(S) = {A}. 
A sting-rewriting system S is called interreduced if range(S) c RR(S), and if 
8 E IRR(S\{C + r}) holds for each rule (/ -+ r) of S. For each finite convergent sys- 
tem an equivalent finite convergent system can be computed effectively such that the 
latter system is also inter-reduced. Here two systems are called equivalent if they gen- 
erate the same congruence relation. Therefore, we can always assume in the following 
that the finite convergent systems considered are interreduced. Such systems are called 
canonical. 
3. Equational matching and unification problems 
Let .Z be a finite alphabet, let S be a string-rewriting system on C, and let V := 
{vi / i E N} be a set of string variables such that Z n V = 8. We consider existential 
sentences of the following form: 
30 I,..., v, :gt -hl and . . . and g,,,Nhm, 
where gi,h;E(CU{ui ,..., on})*, i=l,... ,m. We say that this sentence has a solution 
for S if there exists a mapping 4 : {VI,. . . , u,} -+ Z* such that 4(gi) (-i 4(hi) holds 
for all i = 1 , . . . , m. Here 4 is extended to (C U {II,, . . . , un})* in the obvious way. By 
varying the syntactic form of the existential sentences considered we can define various 
equational matching and unification problems for S. 
First of all, if each symbol a E C is interpreted as a unary function symbol a(.), and 
if S is interpreted as the term-rewriting system RS on the signature FZ := {a(.) ( a E C}, 
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then the resulting equational matching and unification problems for S can be defined 
as usual. Using existential sentences they can be expressed as follows. 
(1.) The equational (lst-order) matching problem for S: 
INSTANCE. Two strings g, h E C”. 
QUESTION: Does the sentence “3~ : gv - h” have a solution for S? 
(2.) The equational (lst-order) unification problem for S: 
INSTANCE: Two strings g, h E C*. 
QUESTION: Does “3vt, v2 : gvl N hvz”’ have a solution for S? 
Here it is also possible that the two variables v1 and v2 coincide, that is, the question 
could be whether “3~ : gv - hv” has a solution. 
By considering more than one pair of strings at a time, we obtain the simultaneous 
versions of the above problems. 
(3.) The simultaneous equational (Is&order) matching problem for S: 
INSTANCE: Some pairs (gt, hl), . . . ,(gm, h,) E i?* x C*. 
QUESTION: Does “3~ : glv - hl and . . . and g,v N h,” have a solution for S? 
(4.) The simultaneous equational (M-order) unification problem for S: 
INSTANCE: Some pairs (gt, hl), . . . , (gm, h,) E C* x C*. 
QUESTION: Does “3vl,...,vk :glvi, -hlvj, and .,. and gmui, “h,vj.” have 
a solution for S, where il,..., i,,,,jl,..., jm~{l ,..., k}, and kal? 
Recall from [ 121 that the simultaneous E-matching and E-unification problems are 
in general more difficult than their non-simultaneous counterparts. 
On the other hand, we have the “classical” word matching and unification problems, 
where each symbol a E C is considered as a constant, and where an additional binary 
function symbol (“concatenation”) is used that is associative. These problems can be 
stated as follows. 
(5.) The word matching problem for S: 
INSTANCE: Two stings g E (Z U V)’ and h E C*. 
QUESTION: Does “3vt,. . . , vk : g - h” have a solution for S, where 
{Ul,. . ., Vk}={VE v/ 1g/o>o}? 
(6.) The word unification problem for S: 
INSTANCE: Two strings g, h E (C U V)* . 
QUESTION: Does “3vr,. . . , vk : g - h” have a solution for S, where 
{VI,. . . , vk} = {v E v / 19/v f IhI, >o}? 
Here 1~1, denotes the v-length of the string W, that is, the number of occurrences of 
the symbol v in w. 
Again, by considering more than one pair of strings at a time, we obtain the si- 
multaneous versions of these problems. While for the empty system the simultaneous 
versions of these problems are reducible to the non-simultaneous versions [18], it is 
not known whether this also holds for non-empty systems. 
Recall that word unification generalizes lst-order unification and specializes 2nd- 
order unification in that function variables are allowed to be instantiated, but only by 
functions definable explicitly from F. Concerning these problems the following results 
are known. 
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Proposition 3.1. (a) The equational matching problem is decidable in polynomial time 
for jinite, monadic, and conjluent string-rewriting systems [5]. 
(b) The word unijication problem is decidable for the empty system S = 0 [ 1 I]. 
(c) There is a jinite, monadic, and con&tent system for which the word matching 
problem is undecidable [5]. 
(d) There is a jinite, special, and conjuent system for which the word untjication 
problem is undecidable [15]. 
In fact, as shown recently by Narendran and Otto [ 131 there even exists a finite, 
special, and confluent system for which the word matching problem is undecidable. 
Observe that neither the equational unification problem nor the simultaneous equational 
matching problem can be expressed by linear sentences in the sense of Book [4,5]. 
We now turn to the relationship between the E-matching problem and the E-unifi- 
cation problem for finite convergent string-rewriting systems. 
Theorem 3.2. There exists a finite, length-reducing, and conjluent string-rewriting 
system S, such that 
(a) the E-matching problem for SI is decidable, while 
(b) the E-unijication problem for S1 is undecidable. 
Proof. In [12] a finite, length-reducing, confluent string-rewriting system Tz(S) on the 
alphabet A={a,b,al,bl,cl,c2,c,dl,d2,d,e2,...,ek,f2,...,fk,g2,...,gk,h,hl,h2,$,d,§} 
is constructed from some finite set P = {(yi,zj) ( i = 2,. . . , k} c {a, b}+ x {a, b}+ such 
that the E-unification problem for T2(S) is undecidable ([12, Theorem 2.41). We take 
St := Tz(S), and we verify that the E-matching problem for Si is decidable. Recall 
from [12] that Si contains the following rules: 
WdYi> + C 
e,ddzi) + d 
Clfigi 
i=2,...,k 
-+ c?iCl 
dlfigi + eidl 
clh -+c 
dlh + d 
$c + c2 
$d ---t d2 
alc2a + C2 
hc26 -+ C2 
ald2a + d2 
hd2b + d2 
he24 + 3 
h2d24 --f § 
where p denotes the function reversal. First, we need the following technical result. 
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Claim 1. There exists a deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) B(Si ) which, when 
given a string w E A* as input, halts with the irreducible descendant of w mod Si on 
its pushdown store. 
Proof. Let u E IRR(Si ) and v E A* be such that 
u=uiu~, V=U~VI, and (u~v~-+Y)ES~. 
Since u is irreducible, v2 # 1. Now uu = ulu2u2vi -+s, uiyvi, and from the form of the 
rules of Si we see that either ui ends with an occurrence of the symbol $ and Y E {c, d}, 
or uir is irreducible. In the former case ui~ = us$c or uir = ~s$d, which reduces in one 
step to the irreducible string ~3~2 or u3d2, respectively. Consider a left-most reduction 
w = WI) -+s, w, -+.y, . . . AS, w, E IRR(S,). 
Then, for i=O,l,... ,m - 1, wi can be factored as wi = uilivi such that ui E RR($), 
(ti 4 ri) E Si, and wi = uit’ivi +s, UiYivi = W~+I = Ui+lti+l~i+l. The observation above 
implies that either ui = ui+i $ and ri E {c, d} or 1 vi+1 ( < It+ 1. Using the technique of 
[5, Theorem 2.2.91, a deterministic two-stack machine B(Si) can be built that, on 
input w E A*, computes the irreducible descendant wa of w mod Si by simulating the 
left-most reduction from w to wg. Because of the above, stack 2 of B(Si) can be 
implemented as a read-only input tape. Thus, B(Si) is in fact a dpda. 0 
From Claim 1 we immediately obtain the following result. 
Claim 2. Zf A C IRR(Si) is u regular set, then [A]s, is a deterministic ontext-free 
language. Giuen a jnite-state acceptor for A, a dpda for [AIs, can be constructed 
eflectively. 
In particular, for each w E A*, [ w s, ] is a deterministic context-free language, and 
from w a dpda for [w]~, can be constructed effectively. Based on this observation we 
can now establish the following result. 
Claim 3. The E-matching problem for Sl is decidable. 
Proof. Let g, h E A*. There exists a string w E A* such that gw M:, h if and only if 
the language g. A* n [h]s, is nonempty. By Claim 2 [h]s, is deterministic context-free, 
and hence, so is the language g . A* rl [h]s,. Since a dpda can be constructed for this 
language from g and h, we can determine whether or not it is empty. 0 
Thus Si has all the required properties. This completes the proof of Theorem 
3.2. Cl 
On the other hand, we have the following result. 
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Theorem 3.3. There exists a Jinite, length-reducing, and conjluent string-rewriting 
system & such that 
(a) the E-matching problem for & is undecidable, while 
(b) the E-un$cation problem for Sz is decidable. 
Proof. The E-matching problem for a string-rewriting system S is called the right- 
divisibility problem for S in [5]. There an example of a finite, length-reducing, and 
confluent string-rewriting system So on a finite alphabet Co is given such that this 
problem is undecidable for Sc ([5, Corollary 5.2.51). We construct he system S2 as an 
extension of So. Let C = Co U {Z}, where Z is a new symbol, and let S2 denote the 
following string-rewriting system on C: 
Then S2 is a finite length-reducing system, and since So is confluent, and Z is a 
new symbol, it is easily seen that S2 is confluent oo. For all g, h E C*, gZ -:* Z 
and hZ +:* Z, and hence, the existential sentence “3vt, v2 : got N hv2” always has the 
solution {II, c Z, q +- Z}. Thus, the E-unification problem for S2 is decidable. 
On the other hand, let g, h E Ci. There exists a string w E J?* such that gw -cz 
h if and only if there exists a string w E C,* such that gw ++$ h. However, this 
problem is undecidable by the choice of So. Thus, the E-matching problem for S2 is 
undecidable. q 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 show that for the class of finite, length-reducing, and confluent 
string-rewriting systems, the E-matching problem and the E-unification problem are 
independent. At first, this result, which for the case of term-rewriting systems has been 
observed by Biirckert [6], may appear as a surprise, since it is generally expected that 
a unification problem is at least as hard as the corresponding matching problem. But 
the proof of Theorem 3.3 reveals the reason for this unexpected behavior: when we 
interpret he system S;! as a term-rewriting system Rs, = {e(x) + r(x) 1 (t -+ r) E &} 
over the set of unary function symbols Fz. = {a(.) / a E z}, then we see that we have 
no constants and, hence, no ground terms that could be used to describe instances of 
the E-matching problem as special instances of the E-unification problem modRs,. As 
soon as we have an additional, uninterpreted function symbol, that is, a letter that does 
not occur in any rule of the string-rewriting system under consideration, the situation 
changes. This is the contents of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Let S be a string-rewriting system on some alphabet .X If there exists 
a letter in .JC that does not occur in any rule of S, then the E-matching problem for 
S is reducible to the E-unljication problem for S. 
Proof. We want to give a reduction from the E-matching problem for S to the E- 
unification problem for S. So let “3~ :gv - h” be an instance of the E-matching prob- 
lem for S. Assume that there exists a letter $ E C that does not occur in any rule of S. 
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We can write g and h, respectively, as g = go$gi$ . . . $g,, and h = ho$hl$. . $h,, where 
go,. . . , gn, ho,. . . ,hm E <C\{%)>* and n, m >/ 0. If n > m, then the given instance of the E- 
matching problem has no solution for S, since, for all w E C*, jgwls > (g(s = n > m = (his, 
and applications of rules of S do not change the number of occurrences of the symbol $. 
So assume that n Gm. 
Claim 1. If there exists a string w E C* such that gw H: h, then there exist strings 
u, v E Z* such that gu -z h$v. 
Proof. Choose u = w$ and v = A. Then gu = gw$ -z h$ = h$v. 0 
Claim 2. If there exist strings u,v E Z* such that gu +-+: h$v, then there exists a 
string w E C* such that gw ++c h. 
Proof. We can write u and v as u = UO$U~$ . . . $up and v = vo$vI$ .. . $v,, where uo,. . . , 
UP, vo,. .a, vq E G\(Q)* and p, q 20. By the hypothesis of Claim 2, go$gi$ . . 
$g,uo$ul$. . f $t+ = gu +-+S* h$v = ho$hl$. . . $h,$vo$vl$.  . $v,. Since no rule of S con- 
tains an occurrence of the symbol $, this implies that n + p = Jgul% = (h$vls = m + 
I + q, and gi -z hi for all i=O,l,...,n - 1, gnus HZ h,, ui ++z hn+i for all 
i = 1,. . . , m - n, and ui ++l Vq_p+i for all i = m - n + 1,. . . , p. Take w := ug$ .. . $u,,-,,. 
Then gw=go$gl$...$gnuo$u,$...$u,_, HZ ho$h,$...$h,$h,+,$...$h,=h. q 
Thus, the given instance of the E-matching problem for S has a solution if and only 
if the instance “3u, v : gu N h$v” of the E-unification problem for S has a solution. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 0 
Analogously, the corresponding result can be shown for the simultaneous E-matching 
and E-unification problems. 
Corollary 3.5. Let S be a string-rewriting system on some alphabet C. If there exists 
a letter in C that does not occur in any rule of S, then the simultaneous E-matching 
problem for S is reducible to the simultaneous E-unijcation problem for S. 
We close this section with some positive results on the (simultaneous) E-matching 
and E-unification problems for the class of finite, monadic, and confluent string- 
rewriting systems. These results are based on a careful analysis of the reduction process 
with respect to these systems. 
Let S be a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on C. For g, h E 
RR(S) we want to characterize those stings u, w E IRR(S) that satisfy the congruence 
gu +-+i hw. Since S is confluent, gu H; hw implies that gu and hw have a common 
descendant mods. Thus, if u and w are irreducible strings satisfying the congruence 
above, then S being monadic implies that there exist a, b E C U {A} and factorizations 
g = gig2, u = ~2241, h = hl h2, and w = wzwi such that the following three conditions are 
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satisfied: 
(i) t72~2 -s* a, 
(ii) h2w.2 +S * b, and 
(iii) giaul = hlbwl E RR(S). 
Based on the two factorizations of glaui we obtain three cases: 
(I.) If l~i/=J~il, then 91 =h~, a= b or one of a, b is the empty string 1, and 
au1 = bw,. 
(2.) If ]gl( > IhI, then hlb is a prefix of gi, that is, gi =hlbhs, and wi = hsaui. 
(3.) If ]gi) < Ihl(, then gla is a prefix of hi, that is, hi = giay3, and ui = gjbw,. 
For x E RR(S) and a E C U {A}, let RF(x,a) denote the set RF(x, a) = {v E IRR(S) 1 
xy -: u}. Then RF(x, a) is a regular language, and from x and a, a nondeterministic 
finite-state acceptor (nfa) can be constructed in polynomial time for RF(x,a) (see, e.g., 
[14, Theorem 5.11). Using sets of this form we get the following characterization. 
Lemma 3.6. Let S be a finite, monadic, and conjluent string-rewriting system on C, 
and let g, h E IRR(S). Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) 3u, w E C* : gu -; hw. 
(b) 3g~,g2,h~,hz,yE~*,3a,bECU{;1}:g=g~g2 andh=hlhz andRFha)#Q)# 
RF(h2, b) and (i) gi = hl and (a = b or ;1 E {a, b}) or (ii) g1 = hlby or (iii) 
hi = giay. 
Proof. From the observation above we see that (a) implies (b). On the other hand, it 
is easily verified that (b) implies (a). 0 
For g, h E RR(S) we are also interested in those strings w E IRR(S) that satisfy 
the congruence gw -: hw. If g, h, w E RR(S) satisfy gw -z hw, then there exist 
factorizations g=gig2, h= hlh2, w= wzwl = w4w3 and a,b~ C U {A} such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) g2w2 -+s* 6 
(iI> hw4 js * b, and 
(iii) giawi = hlbw3 E IRR(S). 
Based on the two factorizations of w we get the following three cases: 
(1.) IfIw,I=lwsI, th en ~2=~4 and wi=w3. Hence, gla=hlb, and w2=wqERF(g2,a) 
n Wh2, b). 
(2.) If ]wi j > Jws], then w4 = w2w5 and wi = wsw3 for some string wg E C*. Hence, 
hlb = glaws and h2w4 = h2w2ws -+; b. Thus, w2 ~RF(g2,a) and w4 E RF(h2, b)n 
Ws2, a) . w5. 
(3.) If lw1I<Iw3l, th en w2 = wqw5 and w3 = wswi for some string w5 E C*. Hence, 
gla = hlbws and gzw2 = g2wqws +z a. Thus, w4 E RF(h2, b) and wz E RF(g2, a) n 
W(h2,b). w5. 
Hence, we get the following characterization. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let S be a finite, monadic, and conjluent string-rewriting system on C, 
and let g, h E IRR(S). Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) 3w E C* : gw -z hw. 
(b) 3g~,g2,h~,h~,yEC*,3a,bECU{~}:g=g~g~ and h=hlhz and 
(i) gla=hlb and RF(gz,a)nRF(hz,b) # 0 or 
(ii) hlb = glay and RF(g2,a) . y n RF(h2, b) # 0 or 
(iii) gla = hlby and RF(g2,a) n RF(h2, b) . y # 0. 
For g, h E IRR(S), there are only 191 IhJ factorizations of the form g=gigz and 
h = hl h2. Thus, Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 give the following result. 
Theorem 3.8. The E-unzjication problem is decidable in polynomial time for each 
,finite, monadic, and conjluent string-rewriting system. 
Finally, we turn to the simultaneous E-matching and E-unification problems for finite, 
monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems. Recall from Proposition 3.1(a) that the 
(non-simultaneous) E-matching problem is decidable in polynomial time for each finite, 
monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system. 
Theorem 3.9. The simultaneous E-matching problem is decidable for each Jinite, 
monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system. 
Proof. Let S be a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on C, let 
Ul,..., uk be some variables, and let (gr , hl ), . . . , (gm, h,) E C* x C*. We want to check 
whether or not the existential sentence 
%I,. ..,vk :gini, -h, and . . . and gmVi, Nh, 
has a solution for S. Here Vi,, . . . , Vi, E {VI,. . . , Vk}. 
Since each subexpression gjai, N hj contains only a single occurrence of a single 
variable, we can rearrange the sentence above into a conjunction of sentences of the 
form 
3v:giv- hl and . . . and gev-hl. 
Thus, it suffices to deal with the special case of having a single variable only. For 
i=l,... ,e, if w E C* satisfies giw HZ hi, then there exist a E C U {A} and factor- 
izations gi = fi f2, w= ~2~1, and hi = flaw1 such that fzw2 -+z a, since we can 
assume without loss of generality that gi and hi are irreducible mods, i = 1,. . . , L’. 
Thus, Sol(gi, hi) := (IJ = $5 fifi,oEzu{E.l,h,=fiawl RF(f2, a) . WI) n IRR(S) is the set of all 
possible solutions of the subexpression giU w hi. Obviously, Sol(gi, hi) is a regular set, 
and from gi, hi, and S an nfa can be constructed for Sol(gi, hi) in polynomial time. 
Now the existential sentence 
3~: giv N hl and . . . and gdv N ht 
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has a solution if and only if ni= t,.,,,/ Sol(gi, hi) # 8. Thus, the simultaneous E-matching 
problem for S is decidable. 0 
Observe that the regular set lJ= t,..,,! SOl(gi,hi) describes the set of all (irreducible) 
solutions of the existential sentence “3~ : gtv N ht and . . . and gtv N he.” Hence, the 
set of (irreducible) solutions of the more general existential sentence 
%I,. . , Vk 191 Vi1 N hl and . . . and gmai, - h, 
is given by a collection of regular sets RI , . . . , Rk such that each k-tuple (WI,. . . , Wk) E 
R, x .” x Rk gives a solution under the assignment vt c WI,. . . , ok c wk. 
Unfortunately, the exact degree of complexity of the simultaneous E-matching prob- 
lem for finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems is still unknown. How- 
ever, it is unlikely that this problem is solvable in polynomial time. An indication for 
this is the following completeness result for the uniform version of this problem, where 
the finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system considered is taken as a part 
of the problem instance. 
Theorem 3.10. The uniform version of the simultaneous E-matching problem for 
jinite, monadic, and conjuent string-rewriting systems is PSPACE-complete. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.9 we can easily conclude that the uniform ver- 
sion of the simultaneous E-matching problem for finite, monadic, and confluent string- 
rewriting systems is solvable in polynomial space. Thus, in order to establish the 
announced completeness result it suffices to give a polynomial-time reduction from 
some known PSPACE-complete problem to the uniform version of the simultaneous 
E-matching problem for finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems. Here 
we use the finite state automata intersection problem, which is defined as follows: 
INSTANCE: A sequence A 1, AZ,. . . , A,,, of deterministic finite state acceptors 
having the same input alphabet C. 
QUESTION: Is there a string w E C* that is accepted by each of the A,, 
i= 1,2,...,m? 
It is known that this problem is PSPACE-complete (see, e.g., [9]). 
Let A = (Q, C, qo, F, 6) be a deterministic finite state acceptor (dfa), and let L(A) = 
B C Z” be the language accepted by A. From A we construct a finite monadic string- 
rewriting system S(A) on the alphabet A := Q U C U {$,#} as follows: 
4ia ‘qj if G(qi,a)=q. J’ 
qi# + $ if q; E F. 
Then S(A) is also confluent, and for all w E A*, qow +-+&) $ if and only if qow -f&,,) $ 
if and only if w E B. {#}. 
By performing this construction for m dfa’s Ai = (Qi, C,qg,i, Fi, S,), i = 1,. . . , m, in 
parallel, where the state sets Qi are pairwise disjoint, we obtain the finite, monadic, and 
confluent string-rewriting system S : = U , G ; + S(Ai) on the alphabet r := (U, GiGm Qi) 
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U C U {#,$}. The existential sentence “3~: qo,lv N $ and . . . and qo,,u N $” has 
a solution for S if and only if L(At ). {#} n . . n L(A,) . {#} # 0 if and only if 
L(A,) n ... n L(A,) # 0. Thus, the uniform version of the simultaneous E-matching 
problem for finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems is indeed PSPACE- 
complete. 0 
The simultaneous E-unification problem for finite, monadic, and confluent string- 
rewriting systems seems to be even more difficult. However, we still have the following 
decidability result. 
Theorem 3.11. The simultaneous E-uniJication problem is decidable for each jinite, 
monadic, and conjuent string-rewriting system. 
Proof. Let S be a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on C, and let 
(gt, hl), . . . , (gm, h,) E C* x C* be some pairs of irreducible stings. We consider the 
following existential sentence: 
3V l,...,vk:glbl - hlvj, and . . . and gmni, w hmvj,,,, 
where iI,..., i,,,,jl,..., j, E {l,... , k}. We look at each subexpression g/vi, N hfvj, in 
turn. We distinguish between the two cases that vi/ = ail and that rir # vi,,. 
(i) If vi, = Uj,, then we see from Lemma 3.7 and its proof that the set 
Sol(ge, h/2 vi,) = 
i 
U (RF(g”, a) n RF(h”, b)) . C* 
g’,g”,h’,h”,a,b~ZU{~} 
gr=g’g”.h~=h’h”,g’a=h’b 
U U (RF(g”,a) y n RF(h”, b)) . C* u 
g’,g”,h’,h”, y,g/=g’g” 
h/=h’h”,a,bEZu{,i} 
h’b=g’ay 
U (RF(g”, a) n RF(h”, 6) . y) . C* 
g’,q”,h’,h”, y g/=dg” 
h/=h’h”,a,bEZu{i.} 
g’a=h’by 
n Im(s) 
is the set of all irreducible solutions of the subsentence 
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(ii) If uil # Uj,, then we see from Lemma 3.6 and its proof that the set 
SOl(ge, h[, Ui,, Uj() = w#Z#X ( (w,Z) E U (RF@“, a) x RF(h”, a)) 
g’,g”, k”, g, = g’g” 
k,=g’k”,a E ZU{i} 
U u (RF(g”, a) x RF(h”, A) . a) 
g’,d’,h”, g,=q’g” 
k/ = g’k”,a E L 
U U (RF(g”, A) . b x RF(h”, b)) 
g’,g”,h”,g,=g’g” 
k,=g’k”, b E 1 
U U (RF(g”,a) x RF(h”, 6) . yu) 
g’,g”,k’.k”, y 
g, = g’g”,kl = k’k” 
a,bEIu{i},g’=h’by 
U U (RF(g”, a) . yb x RF(h”, b)) 
g’,g”,h’,k”,y 
gr = g’g”, k, = k’k” 
a, b E CU{%}, k’ = g’ay 
1 
and x E C* such that wx,zx E IRR(S) 
i 
describes all irreducible solutions { Zli, +- wx, Ujl + ZX} of the subsentence 
where # is an additional symbol not in C. 
The sets Sol(ge, hr, vi,) and Sol(g,, he, Vi/, vi,) (t = 1,. . . , m) are regular, and nfa’s 
for them can be constructed effectively. 
If w 1,. . . , wk E IRR(S) give a solution for the existential sentence above under 
the substitution {vr + WI,. . . , uk t wk}, then the following conditions are satisfied 
for 8= l,...,m: 
(i) if oil = Uj/ = or, then W, E Sol(ge, hc, Uic), and 
(ii) if Ui( = V, # V, = vj?, then there exists y#z#x E Sol(ge, he, t+, Vjl) such that w, = yx 
and w, = zx hold, that is, there exist y,z,x E C* and s E Sol(ge, he, ui,, uj() such that 
- s = y#z#x, 
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- w, = yx, and 
- w,=zx. 
Conversely, if WI,. . . , wk E RR(S) satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) above for all C = 1, 
. ..) m, then the substitution {vi t ~1,. . . , ok c Wk} is obviously a solution for the 
given existential sentence. 
For all L = 1,. . . ,m, we construct some word equations over (C U {#}) as follows: 
(i) if vi, = vi/ = vr, then we take the equation x, = y,., and for y,. we choose the 
regular set Sol(gt,ht,uif) as domain; 
(ii) if vi, = v, # v, = vjl, then we take the equations x, = yx and x, = zx and s = y#z#x, 
where x, y, and z have domain C*, while s has domain Sol(ge, h/, oil, uj,). 
Finally, for the variables xi,. . . ,xk we take the domain C*. Then the existential 
sentence given has a solution if and only if these word equations simultaneously have 
a solution over C U {#}, where each variable takes a value from its domain. Since 
all these domains are regular sets, this problem is decidable by Schulz’s extension of 
Makanin’s result on the solvability of word equations in free semigroups [20]. Thus, 
simultaneous E-unification is decidable for S. 0 
Actually, Schulz only considers a single word equation. However, using an additional 
new letter, the finite system of word equations constructed in the proof above can be 
combined into a single word equation that has exactly the same solutions as the finite 
system. 
We close this section with a short example. 
Example 3.12. Let C = {a, b, c, d, e, f} and S = {ca --t 1, eb ---f A, da2 -+ d, df + A}. 
Then S is a finite monadic system that is confluent and interreduced. Let us consider 
the following instance of the simultaneous E-unification problem for S: 
(*) 3vi, ~2,213 : c”vI - e”v2 and dq - e”v3. 
Then 
Sol(c”,e”, VI,VZ) = {a”#b”#w ( E RR(S)} 
U{a”-‘#b”c’#w ( w E RR(S), w 6 a . C*, i E { 1,. . . , n}} 
U{u”e’#b”-‘#w 1 E RR(S), w 6 b.C*, i E { 1,. . . ,n}} 
and 
Sol(d,e”,vi,vs) = {a2jf#b”#w ( w ERR(S), j20) 
u {a2j#b”d#w ) E IRR(S), w 9 {a2, f } . C*, jz 0) 
U {a2jfei#b”-‘#w 1 E RR(S), w $Z b . C*, j >O, 
ic{l,...,n}}. 
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From (*) we obtain the following word equations and domains: 
3x~,X~,X~E~*,3X,y,Z,X’,y’,Z’E~*,3S, ESOI(C”,e”,u~,u*), 
3~2 E Sol(d, en, 01, u3 ): 
s1 =x#y#z, 
s2 = x’#y’#z’, 
x1 =x2, 
x2 = y-5 
XI =xIz’, 
x3 = y’z’. 
For example, si = a*#b”c”-*# and s2 = a2#b”d# give xi = a*, x2 = bnc”-* and x3 = b”d, 
which yields a solution for (*). 
The finite system of word equations is finally combined into a single word equation 
over the enlarged alphabet A = C U {#, $}: 
sl$s2$x,$x*$x,$x3 =x#y#z$x’#y’#z’$xz$yz$x’z’$y’z’. 
The regular constraints for the variables si , ~2, XI, x~,x~,x, y, z,x’, y’,z’ remain the same 
as before. 0 
Note that even though un$ability is decidable, complete sets of unifiers may be 
infinite. In fact, there are convergent monadic systems whose unification is of type 
nullary, that is, minimal, complete sets of unifiers may not exist in some cases. A sim- 
ple example is the string-rewriting system {ab --f a, ac + a, ad -+ a, bd -+ il, cd -+ /2} 
and the terms ax and ay, that is, a(x) and a(y) when viewed as terms over unary 
function symbols. 
4. Equational unification and word matching 
Theorem 3.11 and Proposition 3.1(c) yield the following separation result. 
Corollary 4.1. There exists a Jinite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system 
S such that 
(a) the simultaneous E-un$cation problem for S is decidable, while 
(b) the word matching problem for S is undecidable. 
For future reference, in particular in Section 5, we now restate in short the construc- 
tion of a finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system that has the properties 
stated in Corollary 4.1. 
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As described in [12] there exists a finite set P:= {(yi,zi) 1 i =2,. . . ,k} of pairs of 
non-empty stings yi,zi E {a,b}+ (i = 2,. . . ,k) such that the following version of the 
modified Post Correspondence Problem (MPCP) is undecidable: 
INSTANCE: Two strings yi,zi E {a, b}+. 
QUESTION: Is there a sequence of integers ii,. . . , i, E (2,. . . , k} such that 
Y1 Yij . ..yi. = ZlZi, . . . Zi,? 
If such a sequence of integers exists, then it is called a solution of the instance 
{ (yi ,zi )} U P of the MPCP. We say that MPCP(yi ,zi ) has a solution to express the 
fact that such a solution exists. 
From the above finite set P we now construct a string-rewriting system T,(P) on 
the alphabet Z = {a, b, 122,. . . , Ck, 4, $, #}. This system consists of the following monadic 
rules: 
yi$Ci + $ 
ZidCi + 4 
i=2,...,k. 
It is easily verified that T,(P) has the following properties. 
Lemma 4.2. (a) The string-rewriting system T,(P) is jinite, monadic, confluent, and 
in terreduced. 
(b) For all yl,zl E {a, b}+, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) MPCP(yi,zi) has a solution. 
(ii) There are strings g, h E C* such that g$h#g(h t$(,) y,$#z, 4. 
Proof. (a) Obvious. 
(b) If ii,. . . ,i, E (2,. . ., k} is a solution for MPCP(yi,zl), then take g = yiyi, . . . yi, 
(=z,zj] . . . zi, ) and h = ci, . . . ci, . Conversely, if g, h E C* satisfy g$h#gq!h -FrnCpl 
yl $#zl #, then g$h#g #h +FmCpj yl$#zle’, since yi$#zi 4 is irreducible, and T,,,(P) is 
confluent. From the form of the rules of T,(P) it then follows that g=yi yil . . . yin, 
and h=c. Im . . . c,, for some indices il,. . , i,,, E (2,. . . , k}, and that also g=zizi, . . .zi,. 
Thus, il, . . . , i, is a solution for MPCP(yl ,zi ). 0 
From the choice of the set P and from Theorem 3.11 we thus see that the system 
T,(P) has the properties stated in Corollary 4.1. We will also need the following 
technical property of the system T,(P). 
Since T,(P) is monadic, we know that, for all w, u,z E IRR(T,(P)), if wu -f;m(p, z, 
then w, u, and z can be factored as w = wiwz, u =uzui, and z= wldul, where w2u2 
-+*T (P) e and (e + d) E T,(P). The particular form of the rules of T,(P) shows 
that* d =$ or d = 4, and that ~2~2 = yim . . . yi,$ci, . ..ci. or W2242 = Zi, . ..Zi, $?Ci, . ..Ci. 
for some m 3 1 and some indices il, . . . , i, E (2,. . . , k}. Since w and u are irreducible, 
we see that yi, . . . yi2 (or zi, . . .q2) is a proper prefix of ~2, and that ci, . . . ci, is a suffix 
of ~2, that is, ~2 = yi, . ..yi2y' (zi,,, . . . Zi2Z') for some nonempty prefix y’ Of yi, (Z’ Of Zi, ) 
and ~2 = y”$ci, . . . Ci, (z" $ci, . . CL,), where yi, = y’y” (zi, =z'z"), or ~2 = yi,,, . . . yi, $ 
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(Zi, . . . Zi, 4) and u2 = Ci, . . . Ci,. SinCe the Strings ~2,. . . , yk and ~2,. . . ,zk are nonempty, 
this means that w has only finitely many suffixes of this particular form. Thus, there 
are only finitely many different choices for the string 242. This observation is expressed 
by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. For each irreducible string w E C*, a finite set RM(w) of irreducible 
strings exists such that the following conditions are satisfied 
(1.1 
(2.1 
For each string u E Rh4(w) there exist a factorization w = w1 w2 and some d E C U 
{A} such that WU=W~W~U +Fm(rj wld, and wld is irreducible. 
Whenever y,z E IRR(T,(P)) satisfy wy -+&rjz, there exist an element u E 
RM(w) and a string y’ E Z* such that y = uy’ and z = wldy’, where w = WI w2 
and d E Z U(n) correspond to u E RM(w) according to (1.). 
From the discussion above it is easily seen that the finite set RM(w) can be deter- 
mined effectively from w. 
Obviously, the word matching problem is a special case of the word unification 
problem. The following result shows that in general the latter is more difficult than the 
former. 
Theorem 4.4. There exists a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting 
system for which the word matching problem is decidable, while the word unification 
problem is undecidable. 
Proof. As above let P = {(yi,zi) 1 i = 2,. . . , k} C {a, b}+ x {a, b}+ be chosen such that 
the problem MPCP( yt ,zi ) (yi ,zi E {a, b}+) is undecidable. Let C = {a, b, e2,. . . , ek, c, d, 
$,§}, let n=mUX{)yi),(z~I)i=2 ,..., k} + 1, and let T,(P) denote the following string- 
rewriting system on C: 
cey + YiC 
de: + zid 
i=2,...,k 
Then T,(P) is length-reducing, and since it has no nontrivial critical pairs, it is also 
confluent. 
Claim 1. For all yl,zl E {a, b}+, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) MPCP( yt ,zi ) has a solution. 
(ii) The sentence “3: ylcu~z~dv” has a solution mod T,(P). 
Proof. If iI,..., imE{ ,..., k} is a solution for MPCP( yi ,zi ), then v = et . . . eL$ sat- 
isfies yicu=ytceE . ..et$--t&.)yiyil . ..yi.,,§=ziZi, . ..Zi.§ ~&~)zlde~ . ..et$=zldv. 
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Conversely, if v E C* satisfies ytcv H&) zldv, then we see from the form of the 
rules of T,(P) that u = ey, . . . eym$vt for some il,. . . ,i, E (2,. . . ,k} and 01 E C*. Here 
we assume that v is irreducible. Then ytcv = ylcey, . . . eym$ul -‘&,) ytyi, . . . yi,§vt and 
zldv=zldey, . . . eym$vl -+&) zlzi, . . . zi,,,§vl. Since T,(P) is confluent, and since the 
strings ytyi, . . . yi,,,§Ul and ztzi, . . .zi,,,@q are irreducible, they must coincide, and so, 
YlYi, , . . yi, =ZlZi, . . .Zi,. q 
Since the problem MPCP(yt ,zt ) (yt,zt E {a, b}+) is undecidable in general, this 
means that the E-unification problem, and in particular, the word unification problem 
is undecidable for the system T’(P). 
Claim 2. The word matching problem for T,(P) is decidable. 
Proof. Consider the existential sentence 
CIVl,. . .y uk : goVilgl . . . Vi,,,gm N h, 
where go,gl,..., gm, h E C* are irreducible, and Vi,, . . . , Vi, E {VI,. . . , Uk}. If this sentence 
has a solution {Vi + wi 1 i = 1,. . . , k }, then sowi, 91 . . . Wi,,,gm -+$pj h. Let r denote the 
subalphabet r = {a, b, 5) of C. From the form of the rules of T,(P) we see that u 41;(p) 
w implies that \ulr<l 1 w r, where lulr denotes the r-length of u, that is, the number of 
occurrences of symbols from r in u. Hence, the set of ancestors {U E C* ) u -+&,) h} 
of h mod T,(P) is finite. Thus, we can decide whether or not the existential sentence 
above has a solution mod T,(P). 0 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 also shows the following. 
Corollary 4.5. There exists a jinite, length-reducing, and conjuent string-rewriting 
system for which the word matching problem is decidable, while the E-uni$cation 
problem is undecidable. 
5. The 2nd-order E-matching problem 
We finally mm to the 2nd-order equational matching problem. Let S be a string- 
rewriting system on Z; as before we will interpret S as embodying an equational theory 
of unary functions, and will consider unification and matching problems modulo S. The 
sense in which the problems in this section are “higher-order” is this: substitutions may 
replace function variables by any term definable in the lambda-calculus, using only 
unary second-order variables; and there is an additional, “built-in” notion of equality 
between terms, that is generated by the familiar (fi) and (y) axioms. However, we will 
adopt a notation in which, as explained below, (81) equality can be handled implicitly. 
An observation on notation: in the logic literature systems with one-place functions 
and predicates are called “monadic”. Since this has nothing to do with the notion of 
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“monadic string-rewriting system,” we will avoid confusion and consistently use the 
term “unary” to delimit function-arity. 
In order to incorporate the intuitions and technical results on sting-rewriting systems, 
it will be convenient to use a concrete syntax for terms and substitutions which does 
not use explicit abstraction. Indeed, the notation we use is essentially that of Goldfarb 
[lo] and Farmer [8]. We wish to emphasize that the difference between our presentation 
and currently standard presentations of second-order logic are purely superficial, and 
so we detail the correspondence below. 
So assume as before that we have a set C of symbols, whose elements will be treated 
as (unary) function constants, and a set V of (unary) function variables. From the point 
of view of lambda-calculus, these are the atoms of functional type I --f z, where z is 
the base type. In order to build terms of base type z, we need to have some atoms 
of base type, so we assume our language includes a non-empty set A of individual 
constants and a set X of individual variables. We may now build lambda-terms by 
closing the atoms under application f(t) and abstraction over a variable /Ix. t (here t 
is any term, and we use the capital n here to avoid confusion with the earlier use of 
L to denote the empty string). It is easy to check that (under the constraints imposed 
by the “unary” character of the atoms) the terms of base type which are in normal 
form under /?q-reduction are precisely those of the form (~(a2 . . . (a,(c). . .))), where 
the ai are atoms from Z U V and c is an atom from A UX. (It is well-known that any 
term in our calculus is reducible to one in normal form). 
Hence, the 2nd-order terms of base type in Y&(F’, V,X) are in l-to-l correspondence 
with the strings in the language (ECU V)* . (A UX). For the remainder of this paper 
we will interpret such strings as lambda-terms, without additional comment. 
Now return to the string-rewriting system S on C. We have seen that S can be 
considered as a term-rewriting system on the lst-order terms T(Fz,X), and we extend 
S to be a rewriting system on the second-order terms simply by treating the function 
variables V as free function symbols. Thus, for s, t E (C U V)* (A UX) we have s -+s t 
if and only if 3g,hE(CU V)*,3d~XUd,3(& + r) E S : s = geh(d) and t = grh(d). 
The problems of higher-order matching and unification differ from their lst-order 
counterparts in the complexity of the substitutions allowed. A substitution may replace 
a fimction variable by any term of function-type; for example, if U, u E V, Q, b E C, 
and x E X, one might replace u by the term A.x.u(v(a(b(x)))), which simply desig- 
nates the function-composition more readily denoted by the string uuab. In fact, it 
is easy to see that when A is empty, any closed term of type z -+ I is of the form 
/Ix.ui(uz(. . , (u,(x)). . .)), where ~1,. . . , a, E C U V and x E X. These are (once substi- 
tuted into a term and P-reduced) just the strings from (C U V)*. Hence, if A is empty, 
then word matching is essentially the same as second-order matching, and similarly for 
unification. 
However, when A is non-empty, we have the second-order constant functions, that 
is, terms of the form L~.ui(u~(. . . (u,(c)). . .)), where al,. . . , a, E C U V and c E A. For 
example, the function-term h.u(u(b(c))) denotes the constant function f(x) = u(u(b 
(c))), and this function cannot be described as a composition of functions from C U V. 
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The assumption that A is non-empty is the usual one in studies of the lambda-calculus. 
In this case, the difference between word matching and 2nd-order matching is dramatic: 
this is demonstrated by Theorem 5.1. In Section 6 we will see that the situation is 
similar, but more delicate, for unification. 
Note that after appZying a substitution to a base-type term, no matter what form the 
substitution takes, the resulting term will be n-free. But in order to manipulate the 
substitutions themselves we must have an extended notation. 
To this end, let 0 be an additional symbol that will be used as a “place holder”. By 
interpreting q as an additional individual constant we can form the set Q(R’r U {O}, 
V,X) of extended 2nd-order terms, which corresponds to the language (C U V)* . (A U 
{U}UX). A Znd-order substitution is a mapping 4 : V UX -+ (C U V)*.(A U (0) UX) U 
I/’ that satisfies the following three conditions: 
(1) dam(@) = {x E V UX I+(x) #x} is finite, 
(2) 4(x) E (C U V)* . (A UX) for all x EX, and 
(3) 4(u) E (Z U V)* . (A U (0) UX) for all v E dom(4)n V. 
The intended interpretation is that for v E V, 4(u) E (C U V)* . (A UX) means that the 
l-place function variable u is to be replaced by a constant function (and 4(v) denotes 
the value obtained for any argument), while 4(u) = w(O) means that u will be replaced 
by the function of arity 1 that is defined by w. 
Observe that the above definition is based on our assumption that function vari- 
ables have arity 1. The theory can be developed along the same lines when admitting 
also function variables of arity larger than 1, but as shown in the appendix the same 
results regarding 2nd-order equational matching and unification are obtained for string- 
rewriting systems. Therefore, we restrict our attention here to the (notationally less 
complicated) case of admitting only function variables of arity 1. 
With this in mind we may extend a 2nd-order substitution Cp to a mapping 
& : (C U V)* . (A UX) + (C u V)* . (A UX) 
as follows: 
- if g E A, then &(g) = g, 
- if g EX, then &(g) = 4(g), 
- if g=agl for some a E E, then &(g):=a(&(gl)), 
- if g = vgi for some z) E V such that u $! dom (+), then &(g) = v(&(gi)), 
- if g = ugl for some v E V rl dom (4) such that 4(u) E (C U V)* .(A UX), then &(g) = 
4(n), and 
- if g = ugi for some u E V n dom (4) such that 4(u) = w(O) for some w E (C u V)*, 
then A(g) := w(&(a )). 
To simplify the notation we will denote the extension & of 4 simply by 4. 
We may now consider second-order matching and unification modulo a string- 
rewriting system S. More precisely (in this paper) we are reasoning modulo an equa- 
tional theory which has equations only between second-order terms with no individual 
constants. For example we may express that f is idempotent by: ff = f. To say that 
f is a left-inverse for g we would write: fg = A. 
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The 2nd-order E-matching problem for S is now defined as follows: 
INSTANCE: Two strings g, h E (C U V)* . (A UX). 
QUESTION: Is there a 2nd-order substitution C#J such that 4(g) tiz h? 
Accordingly, the Znd-order E-unification problem for S is defined as: 
INSTANCE: Two strings g, h E (z U V)* . (A UX) 
QUESTION Is there a 2nd-order substitution 4 such that 4(g) ++z 4(h)? 
The way the function variables are used here is similar to the way the string vari- 
ables are used in the word matching and word unification problems. However, there are 
two differences. First of all, function variables may be replaced by terms (strings) that 
still contain variables. More importantly, when dealing with substitutions in the frame- 
work of the word matching and word unification problems, then a (string) variable is 
simply replaced by its value, that is, a string. In the framework of 2nd-order substitu- 
tions, the situation is more complicated: if 4(u) = w(O), then #(vg) = w(&g)), but if 
4(v) = w E (C U V)* . (A UX), then &vg) = w. This has some surmising consequences 
as we will see. 
Although 2nd-order unification is undecidable in general, even for the empty theory 
[lo], it is decidable [8] whether two terms s, t in our “unary” language are 2nd-order 
unifiable (in the empty equational theory). 
Recall from Section 4 that there exists a finite, monadic, and confluent string- 
rewriting system for which the word matching problem is undecidable, while, on 
the other hand, the simultaneous E-matching and E-unification problems are decid- 
able for each string-rewriting system of this form (Theorems 3.9 and 3.11). Such a 
situation cannot occur for the Znd-order E-matching problem, since the following result 
holds. 
Theorem 5.1. The 2nd-order E-matching problem for a string-rewriting system S on 
C is effectively reducible to the (lst-order) E-matching problem for S, where S is 
considered as a string-rewriting system on ZU V. 
Proof. Let g,hE(CUV)* .(dUX). If jg]v=O, then g=glb for some gi EC* and 
b E (A UX). If b EX, then we actually have an instance of the E-matching problem 
for the string-rewriting system S on _Z U V. If b E A, then there exists a substitution 4 
satisfying r&g) -s* h if and only if h=hlb for some hl EC* and gi H; hl holds. 
Exploiting the fact that the function variables in V are interpreted as free symbols 
for HS*, this is equivalent to saying that h = hl b for some hl E C* and the existential 
sentence “3~ : g1 uv N hlu” has a solution mod S, where u is an arbitrary element of V 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 3.4). If (g/v > 0, then g =fugi for some string f E C* and 
some function variable u E V. Let hl E (z U V)* and b E (A UX) such that h = hlb. 
Claim. There exists a 2nd-order substitution $ satisfying 4(g) H: h if and only 
if there is a string w E (C U V)* such that fw -i hl, that is, if and only if the 
existential sentence % : f v - hl” has a solution mod S. 
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Proof. First, assume that 4 is a 2nd-order substitution that satisfies 4(g) ++; h. Since 
g = fugr, we see that 4(g) = S&ugi). Let wi := 4(ugi) E (C U V)* . (d UX). Then 
WI can be factored as wi = wd with w E (C u V)” and d E A UX. Since fwd = fwl = 
4(g) 4 h =hlb, we conclude that b=d and fw H: hi. 
Conversely, assume that w E (C U V)* satisfies fw ++: hi. Define a 2nd-order sub- 
stitution 4 through #(u):=wb and I$(u’):= U’ for all u’ E (V\(u)) UX. Then $(g) = 
~(fugl)=f~(ugl)=f~(u)=fwb -; hib=h. q 
Thus, we have a reduction from the 2nd-order E-matching problem for S (on C) to 
the (1 St-order) E-matching problem for S (on C U V). 0 
Because of Proposition 3.1 (a) this yields the following immediate consequence. 
Corollary 5.2. For jnite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting systems the 2nd- 
order E-matching problem is decidable in polynomial time. 
Thus, for the finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system T,(P) of 
Section 4 we have the following situation: 
(i) the simultaneous E-matching and E-unification problems are decidable, 
(ii) the word matching and unification problems are undecidable, and 
(iii) the 2nd-order E-matching problem is decidable. 
Also Theorem 3.2 yields the following. 
Corollary 5.3. There exists a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting 
system S1 such that 
(a) the 2nd-order E-matching problem for SI is decidable, but 
(b) the E-unijication problem for S1 is undecidable. 
One consequence of Theorem 5.1 is the observation that in order to obtain equational 
theories (rewriting systems) for which the 2nd-order E-matching problem is strictly 
more difficult than the (1 St-order) E-matching and E-unification problems, we must at 
least consider the simultaneous versions of these problems. We may achieve the same 
effect by adding a free binary function constant to the signature. Indeed, we return to 
one of the theories investigated in Section 4. 
Let T,(P) be the finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting system on the al- 
phabet C = {a, b, ~2,. . . , ck, 4, $, #} from Section 4. From c we obtain a set of function 
symbols F = C U {c, f }, where each letter from C is interpreted as a unary function 
symbol, c is a new constant, and f is a new binary function symbol. By Tl we denote 
the set of lst-order terms T(F,X), and by T2 we denote the set of 2nd-order terms 
T2(F, V,X). (The modification to the definition needed to incorporate binary function 
constants should be obvious.) In the following the string-rewriting system T,(P) is 
interpreted as a term-rewriting system on Tl as well as on T2. In the latter case the 
function variables v E V are treated as free unary function symbols with respect to the 
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reduction relation induced by T,(P). The congruence that T,(P) induced on Tl and on 
T2 will be written as H*. 
Theorem 5.4. The 2nd-order E-matching problem is undecidable for T,(P), when the 
system T,(P) is considered as a term-rewriting system on Tz. 
Proof. In Lemma 4.2 we have seen that the following restricted version of the word 
matching problem is undecidable for the string-rewriting system Tm(P): 
INSTANCE: Two strings yi,zi E {a, b}+. 
QUESTION: Do there exist strings q, h E Z* such that q$h#g$h H&~) 
y1 $#zl 4 holds? 
Here we will reduce this problem to the 2nd-order E-matching problem for the 
term-rewriting system T,(P) on Tz. 
Let ym E {a,b} +. We form the terms s := f(u$(x),v4(x)) and t := f (yl$(c),zl$ 
(c)), where x EX and v E I’. Here yi$(c) denotes the term that is built from the string 
yi$ by interpreting each letter as a unary function symbol, and accordingly for zi 4(c). 
We consider the instance (s, t) of the 2nd-order E-matching problem for T,(P), that 
is, we ask whether there exists a 2nd-order substitution 4 : {v,x} + &(FU {Cl}, F’,X) 
satisfying 4(s) ti* t. Here ti* denotes the congruence relation on E that is induced 
by the term-rewriting system T,(P). Observe that t E z, and hence, t’ E F holds for all 
t’ E E satisfying t w* t’. Thus, if a 2nd-order substitution r$ is to satisfy 4(s) @* t, 
then C&X) E Tj and 4(v) E T(F U {0),X) must hold necessarily. 
Claim. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a 2nd-order substitution 4 such that 4(s) H* t. 
(ii) There exist strings g, h E C* such that gh$#g#h ++&) yl$#zl& 
Proof of Claim. (ii) =P (i): Let g,h E Z* such that g$h#g4h H&,) yl$#zl#. We 
define a 2nd-order substitution 4 through 4(x):= h(c) and &v):=g(O). Then 4(s) = 
&f (v$(x)> v&(x))) = f (q$h(c),qdh(c)) @* f(~~$(c)>zl d(c)) = t. 
(i) =+ (ii): Let 4 : { , } 2) x -+ Tz(F U {O}, V,X) be a 2nd-order substitution such that 
&J(S) (J* t. As observed above this means that 4(x) E TI and 4(u) E T(F U {17),X). 
First assume that c$( v) = tl E lj Then 4(s) = 4( f (v%(x), v&x))) = f (tl, t1 ) +* t = 
f (yl$(c),zl$(c)), which implies that yi$(c) ti* tl H* zl$(c), since no rule of T,(P) 
contains an occurrence of the function symbol f. This in turn means that yi$ ++&PJ 
zi 4, which contradicts the fact that T,(P) is confluent, since yi$ and zi 4 are both 
irreducible mod T,(P). Thus, 4(v) # TI, that is, ~$(a) contains some occurrences of the 
special “place holder” 0. Since Is/f = 1 = It If, and since f is a free function symbol for 
T,(P), J&v)jf must be 0, that is, q5(o)=g(Cl) for some gE C*. Let &x):=hl ET,. 
Again it follows that Ihl If = 0, that is, hl = h(d) for some h E C* and d EX U {c}. 
Hence, f (yl$(c),zl Kc)) = t ** 46) = f(q$htd),q4h(d)), and SO q$h(d) ** YI$(C) 
and g$h(d) (J* zl 4(c). Thus d = c, g$h c-‘&) yl$, and q$h ++&,) ~14. 0 
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From the choice of the system T,(P) we conclude that the 2nd-order E-matching 
problem for T,(P) is undecidable, when T,(P) is considered as a term-rewriting system 
on T,. 0 
In contrast to this undecidability result we now prove that the simultaneous E- 
unification problem is decidable for the term-rewriting system T,(P) on Tz. Actually, 
this result can be obtained as a consequence of Baader’s and Schulz’s result that 
general unification (where uninterpreted function symbols are allowed) is decidable 
for a theory 8 if elementary unification with linear constant restrictions (over free 
constants) is decidable for d [2]. However, in order to make this paper self-contained, 
we provide an elementary proof for the decidability of the simultaneous E-unification 
problem for T,(P). For doing so we first have to establish some simple results on the 
congruence relation @* on T2. 
Since for the reduction process mod T,(P) the function variables from V are treated 
as free function symbols, we can restrict our attention to the lst-order terms in q = 
T(F,X). Hence, in what follows we consider T,(P) as a term-rewriting system on T,. 
Lemma 5.5. Let g = go(f(g,,gz)) and h = ho(f(hl, hz)) be terms from T, such that 
go, ho E C*. Then g H* h if and only if go +-+FmCpj ho and gi H* hi for i = 1,2. 
Proof. “+“: obvious. 
‘3”: Assume that g&(gr,gz)) =g Ed* h = ho(f(hl,hz)). Since no rule of T,(P) 
contains any occurrences of the binary function symbol f, we see that, whenever 
a rule (e + r) E T,(P) is applied to g, then e is either a factor of go, or it is a 
subterm of gi or 92. Thus, g =go(f(g1,g2)) +* ws(f(wr,wz)) for some irreducible 
term wo(f(wr,wz)), and h =ho(f(hl,hl)) J* WO(~(WI,W~)) as well, since also as 
a term-rewriting system on Tl, the system T,(P) is noetherian and confluent. Here 
wa E c* satisfying go -+FmCPj wo t&,) ho, and gi +* Wi -+* hi for i = 1,2. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma 5.6. If g =go(f(g~,gl)) and h = ho(x) are unijiuble mod T,(P), where go, 
ho E C* and x EX, then the variable x does not occur in g, and go H;&~) how0 for 
some string wo E C”, that is, the mapping x H wo(f (g,,gz)) is a match from h onto 
g for T,(P). 
Proof. Assume first that the variable x does occur in g, that is, (glx > 0. For each sub- 
stitution $ this gives I$(h)lr = I$(x)lr < l+l$(x)l~ G lgo(f (+(gl),ICl(g2)))lf = W(g)lr. 
On the other hand, if e(h) M* Ii/(g), then \ll/(h)]r = ]ll/(g)lr. Thus, if the variable x 
occurs in g, then the terms g and h are not unifiable mod T,(P). 
Let cp be a unifier of g and h mod Tm(P), that is, q(g) = go(f (&I>, (p(g2))) %* 
ho(cp(x)) = q(h). Since lcp(g)(f >O and ho EC*, we see that (cp(x)]f >O, that is, q(x) = 
wo(f (WI, ~2)) for some string wo E C*. Now go(f (cp(gl)> q(g2))) = cp(g) @* cp(h) = 
howo( f (WI, ~2)) implies that go +-+ * r,(p$rowo and (p(gi)**wi, i = 1,2, by Lemma 5.5. 
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Thus, the mapping CPO :x++w~(f(g~,gd) satisfies rpo(h)= kwo(f(s1,gd)~* go(f(g1, 
92))=g. 0 
Based on these two technical lemmas we now derive the announced decidability 
result. 
Theorem 5.7. The E-unljication problem is decidable for the term-rewriting system 
T,(P). 
Proof. We prove this decidability result by reducing the E-unification problem for 
the term-rewriting system T,(P) to the simultaneous E-unification problem for the 
string-rewriting system T,(P), which is decidable by Theorem 3.11. Actually, we will 
consider the simultaneous version of the E-unification problem for the term-rewriting 
system T,(P), which, however, is equivalent to the nonsimultaneous variant because 
of the free binary function symbol f. So we will actually prove that the following 
problem is decidable: 
INSTANCE: A finite sequence (gt, hl), . . , (gm, hm) E 6 x 6. 
QUESTION: Does this sequence have a solution mod T,(P), that is, does 
there exist a substitution p such that Cp(gi) w* cp(hi) holds 
simultaneously for all i = 1,. . . , m? 
The proof will be done by noetherian induction. To this end we define a partial 
ordering > on the set of all finite sequences from Tl x Tl as the transitive closure of 
the following relation: 
((sl,hl),...,(g,,h,))>((g’,,h:),...,(g~,h~)) if and only if 
6) the sequence (gl,hl>,. . . , (gm,hm) contains strictly more different variables than the 
sequence (g’, , hl, ), . . . , (gi, h;), that is, lJj”= ,(Var(gi) U Var(hi))a UJ= ,(Var(g:) U 
Var(hJ)h 
or 
(ii) there exist an index iE { 1,. . . , m} and a finite subset J 2 { 1,. . . , rz} such that 
{(g;,h;),..., (g~,h:,)}={(Sj,hj)(j=l,...,m, j#i}U{(gj,hj)ljEJ) and, for 
each j E J, g(i is a proper subterm of gi, and h; is a proper subterm of hi, that is, the 
sequence (s{ , h’, ), . . . , <sA, hL > is obtained from the sequence (gi, hl ), . . . , (gm, h,) by 
replacing a pair (gi, hi) by finitely many pairs (g$ h:) consisting of proper subterms 
of gi and hi, respectively. 
It is easily verified that the partial ordering > is well-founded. Hence, we can use this 
partial ordering for the intended noetherian induction. 
If the terms in the sequence (gi, hl ), . . . , (gm, h,) do not contain any occurrences of 
the binary function symbol f, then it is essentially an instance of the simultaneous E- 
unification problem for the string-rewriting system T,(P), and hence, it is decidable by 
Theorem 3.11 whether this sequence has a solution. Observe that, if (gi, hl ), . . . , (gm, h,) 
has a solution at all, then it has a solution cp that does not introduce any occurrences 
of the function symbol f by Lemma 5.5. Also the additional constant c does not 
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cause any difficulties here as can easily be seen from the proofs of Theorems 3.9 and 
3.11. 
Assume next that (g,,h,), . . . ,(gm,h,) contains a pair, say (g,, h, ), such that 19, If > 0 
and jh,I,->O, that is, g, =w,(f(gi,gy)) and h, =wz(f(h’,,hy)) for some w,,wz~C*. 
Then (g,,h,),..., (gm, h,) has a solution if and only if w, +-+&,, w2 holds, and if 
(92, hz),. . . ,(gm, h,),(g’,, hi), (gy, h’,‘) has a solution. If w, +++Fm (P) ~2, then we are 
done, otherwise, we have to consider the sequence (92, hz), . . . , (gm, h,), (g’,, h’, ), (gy, hy) 
which is smaller than the original sequence (g,, hl), . . . , (gm, h,) with respect to the 
ordering >. 
Finally, assume that )gilJ = 0 or (hi If = 0 for each index i = 1,. . . , m, and that there 
is a pair, say (g,, hl) such that )g, Jf >O. Then g, = w,(f(wz, ~3)) for some string 
w, E z*, and hl =ul(x) for a string U, EC* and a variable x&Y or hl =ul(c) for 
a string U, EC*. If hl =zq(c), then the pair (gl,hl) is obviously not unifiable mod 
T,(P), and hence, the whole sequence does not have a solution. So we may assume 
that hl = ul(x) for some variable x EX. If this variable does occur in g,, then the pair 
(g,, hl) is not unifiable mod T,(P), either, because of Lemma 5.6. So assume that 
x +.Z Var(g, ). Since T,(P) is monadic and confluent, we can decide whether there exists 
some string u2 E C* such that w, tf&,) u, ~2. If no such string exists, then again by 
Lemma 5.6, (g,, hl) is not unifiable mod T,(P). 
So assume that such a string ~2 does exist. We may assume without loss of general- 
ity that the strings w, and U, are irreducible mod T,(P). From Lemma 4.3 we obtain 
a finite set of irreducible strings RM(u,) such that, whenever U,UZ -+&,) w,, then 
U, =plp{, 24 =pip2 for some pi~RM(ul), and w, =pldp, for some d EZU{/~}. 
Since w, has only finitely many suffixes, we conclude that there are only finitely 
many irreducible strings u2 satisfying U,UZ -+&,, w,, and these strings can be deter- 
mined effectively from U, and w,. Let Mul(w,, u,) denote the set consisting of these 
strings. 
Let $ be a unifier for (g,, hl) mod T,(P), that is, $(g,)= w,(f(rl/(w2),$(~3))) H* 
u,($(x)) = $(hl ). Then e(x) = ut(f(hi, hy)) for some string ~2, where w, +$$, UIU2, 
$(w2) (J* h’,, and $(wg) H* hy. Thus, ~2 belongs to the finite set Mul(w,, u,). 
If, in addition, II/ is a solution for the sequence (g,, hl ), . . . , (gm, h,), then II/ is also a 
solution for the sequence (gi, hk), . . . , (gk, hk), where g: (hi) is obtained from gi (hi) by 
replacing each occurrence of the variable x by the term uz(f(w2, ~3)). This sequence is 
smaller than the original sequence (g, , hl ), . . , (g,,,, h, ) with respect to the ordering > , 
since it does not contain any occurrences of the variable x, and it contains no variables 
that do not occur in the sequence (g,, h1 ), . . . ,(g,,,, h,), either. Thus, the question of 
whether the original sequence has a solution is equivalent to the question whether one 
of the resulting sequences has a solution, where the variable x is replaced by a term 
u~(f(w2,ws)) (~2 ~Mul(w~,u,)). This completes the proof of Theorem 5.7. Cl 
Combining the results on the term-rewriting system T,(P) we obtain the 
following. 
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Corollary 5.8. The finite, depth-reducing, and confluent erm-rewriting system T,(P) 
has a decidable (simultaneous) E-unijkation problem, while the 2nd-order E-matching 
problem for T,(P) is undecidable. 
Observe that the term-rewriting system T,(P) is linear and variable-preserving. To 
the best of our knowledge it yields the first known example of a non-collapsing theory 
with an undecidable 2nd-order E-matching problem. 
We can also interpret the system T,(P) as a term-rewriting system on the signature 
CU {c}, that is, we can delete the binary function symbol f and consider T,(P) as 
a string-rewriting system on the alphabet C. Theorem 3.11 and the proof of Theorem 5.4 
show the following. 
Corollary 5.9. Thejnite, length-reducing, and conjluent string-rewriting system T,(P) 
has a decidable simultaneous E-untjkation problem, while the simultaneous 2nd-order 
E-matching problem for T,(P) is undecidable. 
Since T,(P) also has a decidable simultaneous E-matching problem (Theorem 3.9), it 
follows that Theorem 5.1 does not carry over to the simultaneous E-matching problem. 
6. The 2nd-order E-unification problem 
Now we turn to the 2nd-order E-unification problem for finite string-rewriting sys- 
tems. For a string-rewriting system S on Z, the 2nd-order E-matching problem is re- 
ducible to the (lst-order) E-matching problem in polynomial time, where for the latter 
S is considered as a string-rewriting system on Z U V (Theorem 5.1). Since the (lst- 
order) E-matching problem is decidable in polynomial time for each finite, monadic, 
and confluent string-rewriting system, this means that the 2nd-order E-matching prob- 
lem is also decidable in polynomial time for each finite, monadic, and confluent string- 
rewriting system. However, this is not true for the 2nd-order E-unification problem. 
This will be an immediate consequence of the following reducibility result. 
Theorem 6.1. The word matching problem for a string-rewriting system S on C is 
effectively reducible to the 2nd-order E-unijcation problem for S, where Z is extended 
by an additional free letter #. 
Proof. Let g E (C U V)* and h E C* be an instance of the word matching problem for 
a string-rewriting system S on C. Let r:= CU {#}, where # is an additional letter, 
and let c E A be a constant. We consider the instance (g#h#g(c), h#g#h(c)) of the 
2nd-order E-unification problem for S on Tz(Fr, V,X). 
Claim 1. If there is a morphism rp: {v E V 1 lglv > 0) ---f C* such that q(g) HZ h, then 
there also exists a 2nd-order substitution 4 satisfying &g#h#gc) -i 4(h#g#hc). 
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Proof. For all v E V, for which ]gjv > 0, define 4(v) through 4(u) := cp(u)(O). Then 
&g#h#gc) = cp(g)#h#q(g)c +-+S* h#cp(g)#hc = &h#g#hc). 0 
Claim 2. If there is a 2nd-order substitution $ satisfying &g#h#gc) -z $(h#g#hc), 
then there also exists a morphism cp : {v E V 1 jgjv > 0) 4 C* such that q(g) H: h. 
Proof. Let 4 be a 2nd-order substitution satisfying &g#h#gc) -s @(h#g#hc). 
Assume first that there is a variable v such that ]glo > 0 and 4(v) = wd for some 
w E (r U V)* and d E (A UX). Choose v in such a way that g = giug2, and for all 
variables v’ occurring in gl, Cp(v’) ends in the place holder 0. Then 4(g) = &gl)wd, 
and so +(g#h#gc) = +(gl)wd, while $(h#g#hc) = h#4(gl)wd. Thus, l&g#h#gc)j# < 
I&h#g#hc)(#. Since # is a free symbol for S, this contradicts the assumption that 
+(g#h#gc) -z 4(h#g#hc) holds. Thus, we see that 4(v) E (r U V)” . {Cl} for all v E V 
occurring in g. Further, since # is a free symbol for S, ]$(v)]# = 0 for all these vari- 
ables VE V. Also, if I$(v)]v > 0 for some VE V occuring in g, then ]4(g)lv > 0. 
But +(g#h#gc) = &g)#h#+(g)c -z h#$(g)#hc = &h#g#hc) implies that q(g) -z h, 
where cp : {u E V I lglv > 0) + (C U V)* is defined through q(v) := w if 4(v) := w(U). 
However, Jhlv = 0, and hence, q(v) EC*, that is, cp: {VE V ( jglv > 0) -+ Z* is a mor- 
phism satisfying q(g) +-+: h. 0 
These two claims show that the given instance (g, h) of the word matching problem 
for S has a solution if and only if the instance (g#h#gc, h#g#hc) of the 2nd-order E- 
unification problem for S has a solution. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 0 
In Section 4 we have seen that the finite, monadic, and confluent string-rewriting sys- 
tem T,(P) has an undecidable word matching problem. Thus, we obtain the following 
consequence. 
Corollary 6.2. The finite, monadic, and conjluent string-rewriting system T,(P) has 
an undecidable 2nd-order E-unijcation problem, when considered as a string-rewriting 
system on an alphabet containing at least one free symbol. 
In fact, using the recent result by Narendran and Otto [ 131 that there exists a finite, 
special, and confluent string-rewriting system with undecidable word matching problem, 
we even obtain the following stronger esult. 
Corollary 6.3. There exists a jinite, special, and conjuent string-rewriting system for 
which the 2nd-order E-unification problem is undecidable. 
Thus, the 2nd-order E-unification problem is in general much more difficult than the 
2nd-order E-matching problem. 
Next using an idea of Farmer [8] we show that the 2nd-order E-unification problem 
for a string-rewriting system S reduces effectively to the word unification problem 
for S. Thus, the former cannot be more difficult than the latter. 
if c EX, then we take Y(c):= 
Fd4(c) 1) . a if c E dam(4), 
a if c 4 dom( 4); 
if d EX, then we take Y(d):= 
d&d )).a if dEdom(4), 
a if d $ dom( 4); 
and for all u E dom( Y) n V, we take 
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A 2nd-order substitution 4 : Y UX + (C U V)* . (A U {Cl} LJX) U V is called closed if 
4(u) E C* .(d U {Cl}) for all v E V n dam(@) and 4(x) E Z*. A for all x EX fl dam(4). 
Recall that we assume that the set A of individual constants is non-empty. For a string 
w E (ZU V)*$A UX), Varv(w) := {v E I’ 1 ( w v > 0}, and Varx(w) := {x EX ( JwlX > 0). ) 
Lemma 6.4. Let S be a string-rewriting system on C, and let g, h E (2 U V)* . (A UX). 
Zf there exists a 2nd-order substitution C$ satisfying 4(g) ++: 4(h), then there is also 
a closed 2nd-order substitution Y satisfying Y(g)-: Y(h), where Varv(g), Vary(h), 
Varx(g) and Varx(h) are contained in dam(Y). 
Proof. Let g=gic and h=hld, where gl,hl E(CUV)* and c,dEAUX, and let C#J 
be a 2nd-order substitution unifying g and h modulo S. If c E A and 4(g) = 4(gic) = 
$(gi)c, then let a :=c; if d E A and $(h)= 4(hld)= 4(hl)d, then let a:=d, and 
otherwise, let a denote some letter chosen from A. Observe that if the first two cases 
occur at the same time, then 4(g) -; 4(h) implies that c = d, that is, the element a 
is uniquely defined by this definition. We now define another 2nd-order substitution Y 
as follows, where dom( Y) := Varv(g) U Varv(h) U Varx(g) U Varx(h): 
Y(v) := 
i 
rcz(g5(o)).0 if v~dom(4)and &v)E(ZUV)* .C!, 
711(4(u)). a if v~dorn(~)and~(a)~(CUV)* .(AUX), 
0 if v 6 dom( 4). 
Here TC~:(ZUVUAUXU{O})* + .X* denotes the projection onto C*. 
Obviously, Y is a closed 2nd-order substitution. It remains to verify that Y(g) H: 
Y(h) holds. If 4(v) E (Z U V)* . (0) for all u E Vary(g) n dam(+), then 4(g) = @(gi). 
w-e, where 4(c) = w.e, w E (Z U V)* and e E (A UX). Analogously, if 4(v) E (C U Y)*. 
(0) for all v E Vary(h)ndom(4), then 4(h)= $(hl).z.f, where &(d)=z.f, ZE 
(C u V)* and f E (A UX). Since 4(g) H: &h), we can conclude that e = f. From the 
definition of Y we obtain Y(g) = nc(&gl).w).a and Y(h) = 7cz(@(hl).z).a. Since the 
symbols from V are interpreted as free symbols for S, we see that 4(gi )we = d(g) ++z 
4(h) = &hl)zf implies that Y(g) = nz(d(gi)w) . a HZ 7-cz(&hl)z). a = Y(h) holds. 
If 4(v) $! (C U V)* . (0) for some u E Varv(h) fl dom(g5), then let hi = hzuh3 be cho- 
sen in such a way that 4(u)= u1 f for some 01 E (CU V)* and f E (AUX) and the 
prefix h2 is of minimal length. Then 4(h) = t$(h2)q f +-+i 4(g) = 4(gl )we, which again 
implies that e = f. Hence, Y(g) = az(&gi)w) . a-i 7c~(41(h2)2_9) . a = Y(h). 
If C$(u) $z (C u v)*. (0) f or some v E VarV(g)ndom(4), the proof is completely 
analogous. 0 
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Thus, for checking 2nd-order E-unifiability modulo S, we can restrict our attention 
to closed 2nd-order substitutions containing all the variables of the strings considered 
in their domain. 
Theorem 6.5. Let S be a finite string-rewriting system on C. Then the 2nd-order 
E-unijkation problem for S reduces eJffectively to the word unification problem for S. 
Proof. Let g = glc and h = hid be an instance of the 2nd-order E-unification problem 
for S, where gl,hl E (C U V)* and c, d E (A UX). According to Lemma 6.4 there exists 
a 2nd-order substitution 4 satisfying 4(g) ctz 4(h) if and only if there exists a closed 
2nd-order substitution Y satisfying Y(g) +-+z Y(h), where dom(Y)=Varv(g)UVarv(h) 
U Varx(g) U Varx(h). Let V’ denote the set of variables u E Y that actually have an 
occurrence in gt or in hl, and for each subset U C I/‘, let gu and hu denote the 
minimal prefix of gt and h I, respectively, that contains an occurrence of a variable 
u E U. Thus, if Varv(g) n U # 8, then gv is the shortest prefix of g1 that ends in 
a variable u E U, that is, gt = g2vgs for some g2 E (C U (V’\U))* and u E U, and if 
Varv(g) n U = 0, then grr = gl, and similar for ht,. In particular, g0 = gt and hm = hl. 
Depending on c and d, we now distinguish between four cases. 
Case 1: CEX and dEX: For each subset UCV’, if Var&)nU=0, then re- 
place gu = g1 by gu := glc = g, and if Varv(h) n U = 8, then replace h” = hl by hU := 
hid = h. Let I(g,h) denote the set of pairs I(g,h) := {(gu,hu) 1 U G V’}. This is a fi- 
nite set that is easily obtained from g and h. Each of the pairs (gu, hu) E I(g, h) is now 
considered as an instance of the word unification problem for S, where the elements 
of V’ U {c, d} are interpreted as (string) variables. 
Claim 1.1. If there is a pair (gu,hu) ~1(g, h) such that the equation gu N hU has 
a solution module S, then there exists a closed 2nd-order substitution Y satisfying 
Y(g) -; Y(h). 
Proof. Let U C V’, and let cp : 17’ -+ X* be a morphism such that q(gu)*i (o(hU), 
where U’ := {v E VU {c,d} 1 lg& + jhUlv > O}. Since c,d EX, we see that gu = gzut 
and ho = hzv2 for some variables ~1, u2 E U’, and g =gugs and h = huh3 for some 
strings g3 and h3, respectively. We define a 2nd-order substitution Y by taking 
Y(v) := 
{ 
(P(u) * 0 if u E U’\{q, UZ}, 
cp(v) . a if UE {u1,~2}, 
where a is a constant from d. Then Y is a closed 2nd-order substitution, and Y(g) = 
Y(g2ulg3)=cP(g2).(P(UI).a=cp(gv).a +-+z q(hu). a = &hZ). (P(ZIZ). a = Y(hzuzh3) = 
Y(h). q 
Claim 1.2. If there exists a closed 2nd-order substitution Y satisfying Y(g) *g Y(h), 
then there is a pair (gu, hu) E I(g, h) such that the equation gu N hU has a solution 
modulo S. 
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Proof. Let Y be a closed 2nd-order substitution satisfying Y(g) -i Y(h). From the 
proof of Lemma 6.4 we see that we can assume without loss of generality that all the 
variables occurring in g and in h are contained in the domain of Y. Hence, Y(g) = uie 
and Y(h) = u2e for some u1,24 E C* and e E A. 
Let U:= {u E V’ ( Y(u) EC* . A}. Then (gu,hu) ~Z(g,h). We define a morphism 
cp : V’ U {c, d} -+ I;* as follows: 
if vE V’, and Y(u)=w.Q 
if VEU, and Y(u)=w.aforsomeaEA, 
if v E {c, d}, and Y(v) = w. a for some a E A. 
Since go =gzvi and hu= h2u2 for some variables vi,v2 E UU {c,d}, we see that 
zlte = Y(g) = Y(g2vi) = Y(gz). Y(q) and uze = Y(h) = Y(h2v2) = Y(h2). Y(Q). Since 
e E A is a free constant, Y(g) +-+z Y(h) implies that cp(gu) = (p(gzvt ) = Y(g2)wi H: 
Y(hz)w2 = cp(h2vz) = cp(hu), where Y(ui) = wi . e and Y(Q) = w2 . e. 0 
Thus, there exists a closed 2nd-order substitution Y satisfying Y(g)ct: Y(h) if and 
only if at least one of the pairs (go, hu) EZ(~, h) is a positive instance of the word 
unification problem for S. This completes Case 1. 
Case 2: One of c and d is a variable from X, while the other is a constant 
from A. By symmetry we may assume that c EX and d E A. For each subset U c V’, if 
Vary(g)n U =0, then we replace gu =gi by gu :=gic=g. Let I(g, h) denote the set 
of pairs Z(g, h) := {(gu, h,-,) ( U & V’}. Again this is a finite set that is easily obtained 
from g and h. Each of the pairs (gu,hu) ~l(g,h) is now considered as an instance of 
the word unification problem for S, where the elements of V’ U {c} are interpreted as 
(string) variables. 
Claim 2.1. If there is a pair (gu, hu) E I(g, h) such that the equation gu N hu has 
a solution modulo S, then there exists a closed and-order substitution Y satisfying 
Y(g) -; Y(h). 
Proof. Let US V’, let U’:={UE V/U(c) ( jgu(v + Jhulv >O}, and let cp: U’ + .Z* 
be a morphism such that &go) +-+i cp(hu). Then gu =g2vi for some vi E U’, and 
hu = h2u2 for some v2 E U or hU = hl, if Varv(h)fl U = 0. We define a 2nd-order 
substitution Y by taking 
Y(v) := do). 0 if v E U’\{vl, VZ}, 
cp(u) . d if v E {vi, 02). 
If hu = h2u2, then Y(g) H: Y(h) follows as in the proof of Claim 1.1, and if hU = hl, 
then cp(gu) = q4g2ul) -: cp(hl) implies that Y(g) = Y(gzv1) = q(gzul ) . d-z dh 1. 
d = Y(h,d) = Y(h). Cl 
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Claim 2.2. If there exists a closed 2nd-order substitution Y satisfying Y(g) N: Y(h), 
then there is a pair (gu, h”) E I(g, h) such that the equation gu - hu has a solution 
modulo S. 
Proof. Let U:={V E V’\ Y(u) E C*.d}. Then (gu,hu) ~I(g,h), and it is easily checked 
that the following morphism cp : V’U {c} -+ C* satisfies the congruence cp(gu) HZ 
cP(hu): 
W 
cp(v) := 
if vE V’, and Y(u)=w.@, 
W if vEUU{c}, and Y(u)=w.aforsomeaEd. Cl 
This completes Case 2. 
Case 3: c,d E A, and c=d. In this situation we let Z(g,h) denote the set Z(g, h)= 
{(gc/,hu) I u G v’). A s in Case 1 it can be shown that there exists a closed Znd-order 
substitution Y satisfying Y (g ) ++z Y(h) if and only if there is a pair (gr/-, hu) eZ(g, h) 
such that the equation gu - hU has a solution modulo S. 
Case 4: c,d E A, but c # d. In this situation we let I(g, h) denote the set Z(g, h) = 
{(gu,hu) I u C v’, u # 0). F or each (gu, hu) E I(g, h), at least one of gu and hU ends 
with a variable v E U. Observe that whenever Y is a closed 2nd-order substitution 
satisfying Y(g) H: Y(h), then Y(U) E C* . A is satisfied for at least one variable v E V’, 
since otherwise Y(g) = wit and Y(h) = w2d could not be congruent modulo S. As in 
the other cases before, such a closed 2nd-order substitution exists if and only if for 
some pair (gu, hu) E Z(g, h), the equation gu - hU has a solution modulo S. 
Hence, in each of the four cases we have reduced the given instance of the 2nd- 
order E-unification problem for S to a finite number of instances of the word unification 
problem for S. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.5. q 
As we will see in the following the converse of Theorem 6.5 does not hold in 
general, that is, in general the word unification problem for a string-rewriting system S 
does not reduce to the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S. We prove this result by 
presenting a particular example system S such that the Znd-order E-unification problem 
for S is decidable, while the word unification problem for S is undecidable. 
Let P={(yi,zi)Ii=2,...,k}c{a,b}+ x {a, b}+ be chosen in such a way that the 
modified Post Correspondence Problem MPCP( yi ,zi ) (yi, ZI E {a, b}+ ) is undecidable, 
let C := {a, b,e2,. . . , ek,c,d,$,§,Z},letn:=max{(yil,JziIIi=2 ,..., k}+l,andletF(P) 
denote the following string-rewriting system on C: 
G(P) := {erc * cp(yi),eld + dp(zi) 1 i = 2,. . . , k} U {$c + 3, $d 4 3) 
U{xZ+Z~xEC}. 
Here P : C* 4 C* denotes the function reversal. We claim that Te(P) has the following 
properties. 
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Theorem 6.6. The string-rewriting system q(P) defined above is finite, length- 
reducing, and conjluent. The 2nd-order E-untjication problem for Td(P) is decidable, 
while the word unification problem for G(P) is undecidable. 
Proof. It is easily checked that q(P) is a finite length-reducing system that is confluent. 
Claim 1. For all yl,zl E {a, b}+ the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) MPCP(yl,zl) has a solution. 
(b) There exists a string w E Z* such that wcp(yl) +-+&r) wdp(zl). 
Proof. (a) + (b): Let il,. . . , i, E (2,. . . ,k} such that yr y;, . . . yi,,, =zlz;, . . .z;,,,. Choose 
w := $e” I, . . . et. Then WCP(Y~> = Set . . . $CP(Y~ > +Fcpj $cAyi,) .. . p(vi, MYI > -+G(P) 
§P(YlYi, . . . Yi, > = §P(Zlzi, . . .zi, > +r,p) $dph, ). . . P(z;, Mzl) +&) Set . . . e{dp(zl) = 
wdp(zl >. 
(b)+(a): Let w E z* satisfying wcp(yr ) c-‘&,) wdp(zl). We may assume without 
loss of generality that w is irreducible mod Q(P), and hence, either w E (z\(Z))* 
or w=.Zwi for some wl E (C\(Z))*. Since R is confluent, wcp(yr)++&,) wdp(zl) 
implies that wcp(yr ) -+&,) u +-&,) wdp(zl). If w = Zwr, then we see from the form 
of the rules of T/(P), that u =Zur, where wicp(yr) -&) ur +-$(,) wldp(zl). It is now 
easily seen that w, respectively WI, must end in $eil, .. . ei: such that yi y;, . . . yi, =zl 
Zi, . ..Zi.. This completes the proof of Claim 1. 0 
From the choice of the set P and Claim 1 we immediately obtain the following 
undecidability result. 
Claim 2. The word unification problem is undecidable for G(P). 
It remains to show that the 2nd-order E-unification problem is decidable for G(P). 
As a first step towards this goal we turn to the word matching problem for G(P). So 
consider an existential sentence of the form 
3V l,...,w:go~i,gI . ..vi.gm -k 
where gO,gl,..., g,,,, h E .Z* are irreducible, and ai,, . . . , vi,,, E {VI,, . . , vg}. If WI,. . . , wl E 
C* is a solution for this sentence mod Q(P), then gow;,gl .. . wi,,,gm --+&,) h. Now we 
distinguish between several cases. 
(i) If (hlz=O and lgilz > 0 for some iE (0, I,..., m}, then the existential sentence 
above cannot have a solution mod T/(P). 
(ii) If jhjz = 0 and /g;lz = 0 for all i E (0, 1,. . . , m}, then the existential sentence above 
has a solution WI,. . . , WC E C* if and only if it has a solution WI,. . . , we E 
(z\(Z))*. Hence, the rules involving the letter Z are not used in the reduc- 
tion SOWi, gi . . . wimgm -+&h. Let r denote the subalphabet r := {a, b, 3) of J?. 
Then we see that lgow;,gr . . . wi,,,g,/r Q Ihlr, and that each reduction step in the 
above reduction sequence strictly increases the r-length. Hence, there are only 
finitely many candidates for ~1,. . . , wt. 
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(iii) If h = Zhi and j := max{i 1 jgilz > 0}, then the existential sentence above has a so- 
lution mod G(P) if and only if one of the following existential sentences has 
a solution mod Tf(P) that is Z-free: 
giQ,+, . . .Vi, Sm N ht (where gj = Zg(i), 
Vij+k gj-tk . * . Vi, gm whl (k21~Vi,+k $ {Vi,+~+,,.~.,Vi,}). 
(iv) If h=Zhi and jgi(z=O for all iE{O,l,... ,m}, then the existential sentence above 
has a solution mod Tt(P) if and only if one of the following existential sentences 
has a Z-free solution mod c(P): 
Vi,gj . . . Vi,gm -hi (j> 1, Vi, $ {Vi,+,,...9Vi,l). 
We see from case (ii) that cases (iii) and (iv) are solvable. Thus, we have the following 
decidability result. 
Claim 3. The word matching problem is decidable for C(P). 
Finally, consider an instance g, h E (C U V)* . (A UX) of the 2nd-order E-unification 
problem for Q(P). If lhlx = 0 and jhlv = 0, then this is actually an instance of the 
2nd-order E-matching problem for E(P), which is decidable by Claim 3 and by The- 
orem 5.1, since the lst-order E-matching problem is clearly a special case of the word 
matching problem. The same is true if jglx = 0 = 191 V. Finally, if g as well as h both 
contain variables, then g and h are always 2nd-order unifiable mod T!(P). Just take the 
2nd-order substitution I$ that maps u H Zc for each v E V occurring in g or in h and 
x H Zc for each x E X occurring in g or in h, where c E A U X is a fixed, but arbitrarily 
chosen individual constant or variable. Then 4(g) and 4(h) both end in the suffix Zc, 
and hence 4(g) -+&,,) Zc t* P(Pj 4(h). Thus, we have the following decidability result. 
Claim 4. The 2nd-order E-unifuzation problem is decidable for G(P). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.6. 0 
Contrasting Theorem 6.5 and Theorem 6.6 we see that even for finite, length- 
reducing, and confluent string-rewriting systems, the word unification problem is strictly 
more difficult than the 2nd-order E-unification problem. 
However, we can at least establish a weak converse of Theorem 6.5, which says 
that from a finite string-rewriting system S on C, we can construct an extended system 
S’ := S U SO on some extended alphabet r a C such that the word unification problem 
for S reduces to the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S’. In the remaining part of 
this section we describe this construction and verify that it has the desired property. 
Let S be a finite string-rewriting system on C, let Z and # be two additional symbols, 
and let r denote the alphabet r := C U {Z,#}. Let SO denote the string-rewriting system 
&:={Zu+Z, aZ-tZ(a~~},andletS’bethesystemS’:=SUSo.ThenS’isafinite 
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string-rewriting system on r that is easily obtained from S. Obviously, for all U, v E z*, 
u t+z, v if and only if u H: II, that is, restricted to C*, S’ is equivalent to S. 
Theorem 6.7. The word uniJication problem for S reduces eflectively to the Znd-order 
E-unijication problem for S’. 
Proof. Let g, h E (C U V)* be an instance of the word unification problem for S. From 
g and h, we now construct an instance of the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S’ 
as follows. 
Let V’ := {vi , . . . , v,,} be the set of variables that actually occur in g or in h. Define 
two 2nd-order terms y,z E (r U V)* . (A UX) as follows: 
y := v~Z#v~Z#...#v,Z#v~Z#...#v,Z#g~a and 
z := Zvi#Zvz#. . .#Zv,,#Z#. .#Z#h . a, 
where a is some constant from A, and where lyJ# = (z/e = 2n. Obviously, the terms y 
and z are easily constructed from g and h. 
Claim 1. If there is a morphism cp : V’ --f C* satisfying q(g) H: q(h), then there 
exists a 2nd-order substitution q5 such that 4(y) H:, 4(z). 
Proof. For i=l,...,n, let $(vi):=(p(vi).c3. Then 
4(v) = cp(vi )Z#. . .#cp(v,)Z#cp(ui )Z#. . . #cp(un)Z#cp(g) . a 
4+;0 Z#Z# . . . #Z#cp(g) . a 
++; Z#Z#...#Z#cp(h).a 
++zO zcp(v~)#...#Zrp(v,)#Z#...#Z#cp(h)~a 
= (#l(z). 0 
Claim 2. rf there is a 2nd-order substitution 4 such that 4(y) ++:, 4(z), then there 
exists a morphism q : V’ --f C* satisfying q(g) MS* q(h). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that C$ is a closed 2nd-order substi- 
tution such that V’ c dam(+). Hence, 4(Vi) E r* . (A U (0)) for all i = 1,. . . , n. 
Since # is a free function symbol for S’, 4(y) -:, 4(z) implies that ~$(viZ) ++$ 
&Zvi). If &vl)=wl.b for some wi or* and bE A, then &vlZ)=wl.b and &Zvi)= 
Zwi .b. Hence, M(Vlz)l~ < Id@ v1 )I z contradicting the congruence &vlZ) -i, &Zvi ). 
Thus, &vi ) = wi . Cl for some WI E r*. Analogously, &Vi) = Wi . q for some Wi E r*, 
i=2,... ,n, which yields 
4(y) = wiZ#w2Z#. . . #wnZ#wiZ#w2Z#. . #w,Z#&ga) and 
4(z) = Zwl #Zw2#. . #Zw, #Z# . . . #Z#&ha). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that ~1,. . . , w, are irreducible with respect 
to SO. Since $(y) H:, 4(z) implies that WiZ -:, Zw;, i = 1,. . . ,n, and since the Z- 
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length and the #-length are not changed by applications of rules from S’, we see that 
7C(kViZ)=7r(Z%Vi), =l,..., n, where n : r* -+ {Z,#}* is the corresponding projection. 
Hence, X(WiZ) E {Z}‘, that is, Wi = ui,oZui,iZ.. .ZU~,, for some Ui,j E C*, which in 
turn means that either wi = Zk for some ki >, 1, or wi E z*. However, since none of 
the strings wi contains an occurrence of the symbol #, 4(y) HZ, 4(z) also implies that 
WiZ HZ, Z, which in turn yields that lwilz = 0. Thus, for i = 1,. . . , n, $(Ui) = wi .O for 
some wi E C*. This finally means that &ga) = cp(g) . a, where cp : {VI,. . . , u,} -+ C* is 
defined by taking q(Ui) := wi, i = 1,. . . , n. Analogously, 4(k) = q(h) . a, and since a 
is a free constant, $(JJ) HZ, 4(z) yields q(g) cfz, cp(h), and hence, cp(g) -z q(h). 0 
Claims 1 and 2 show that the above construction is indeed a reduction from the 
word unification problem for S to the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S’. q 
If the string-rewriting system S is monadic, then so is the system S’, and if S is 
noetherian and confluent, then again, so is S’. Thus, we see that for various classes 
of finite string-rewriting systems, the uniform versions of the word unification problem 
and the 2nd-order E-unification problem are recursively equivalent. By uniform version 
we mean the decision problem that is obtained by providing the string-rewriting system 
as a part of the problem instance. 
7. Conclusions 
In the present paper we have considered various forms of equational matching and 
unification problems for string-rewriting systems, and we have compared them with 
respect to decidability. The results obtained can be summarized as shown in Fig. 1. 
In addition, we have presented some new decidability results for the (1 St-order) si- 
multaneous E-matching and E-unification problems for finite, monadic, confluent string- 
rewriting systems in Section 3. In particular, we have considered 2nd-order E-matching 
and E-unification problems for string-rewriting systems in Section 5 and Section 6. 
We have seen that the 2nd-order E-matching problem reduces to the lst-order E- 
matching problem. In contrast to this reducibility result the simultaneous version of 
the 2nd-order E-matching problem for a string-rewriting system does not reduce to the 
simultaneous version of the lst-order E-matching problem (see Corollary 5.9). 
Using a technique of Farmer [8] we have shown in Section 6 that the 2nd-order 
E-unification problem for a string-rewriting system S reduces to the word unification 
problem for S. On the other hand, the word unification problem for S reduces to the 
2nd-order E-unification problem for an extended system S’ := S U SO that is easily con- 
structed from S. Thus, for various classes of finite string-rewriting systems, the uniform 
versions of the word unification problem and the 2nd-order E-unification problem are 
recursively equivalent. 
In all these investigations the 2nd-order terms considered are built from the unary 
function constants that correspond to the letters of a finite alphabet z’, some additional 
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Fig. 1 
free individual constants A, the individual variables X, and the function variables V 
of arity 1. Thus, the 2nd-order terms in T2(C U A, V,X) are in l-to-l correspondence 
to the elements of the language (Z U V)* . (A UX). One of the referees for [ 161 asked 
whether the results on 2nd-order E-matching and 2nd-order E-unification would remain 
the same, if function variables of arity larger than one were also taken into account. 
In the appendix we will answer this question in the affirmative. 
For the 2nd-order E-matching problem we prove that it still reduces to the lS’-order 
E-matching problem, even if function variables of arity larger than one are used in 
forming 2nd-order terms (Theorem 8.1). Then, using another idea of Farmer [8] it is 
shown that, for a string-rewriting system S, the 2nd-order E-unification problem on the 
set of 2nd-order terms T2(Z U A, Ui,, &X) reduces to finitely many instances of the 
same problem restricted to the set of 2nd-order terms Tz(CU A, Vl,X). Here, for each 
i 2 1, K denotes the set of function variables of arity i. Thus, the 2nd-order E-matching 
problem and the 2nd-order E-unification problem for string-rewriting systems do not 
get more difficult when function variables of arity larger than one are admitted. 
Appendix 
In Sections 5 and 6 we have considered the 2nd-order E-matching and E-unification 
problems for string-rewriting systems, where we only admitted function variables of 
arity 1. Here we discuss the situation of also having function variables of arity larger 
than 1. As we will see the results of Sections 5 and 6 essentially carry over to this 
more general case. This justifies the restriction to unary function variables adopted in 
the main body of the paper. 
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Let S be a finite string-rewriting system on some finite alphabet C. In order to discuss 
2nd-order terms we extend this alphabet by adding a non-empty set A of individual 
constants, a countably infinite set X of individual variables, and for each n B 1, a count- 
ably infinite set V, of function variables of arity n. By interpreting each letter a E C 
as a unary function constant, we can form the set of 2nd-order terms Tl(C U A, V,X), 
where V denotes the union Y := U, a, V,. Thus, the 2nd-order terms correspond to trees 
the leaves of which are labelled with individual constants or individual variables, and 
the inner nodes of which are labelled with function constants or function variables. 
Observe that the only nodes that have two or more sons are labelled with function 
variables. 
With respect o the string-rewriting system S, the constants in A are treated as free 
constants, and the function variables in V are treated as free function symbols. Thus, 
S induces a reduction relation +g on T2(C U A, V,X), which is the reflexive and tran- 
sitive closure of the following single-step reduction relation JS: 
s JS t iff !lp~O(s), 3(&+r)~S, EIuET~(ZUA,V,X): 
sip = e(u) and t =s[r(u)lp. 
By =S we denote the congruence relation HZ on T2(C U A, V,X) that is generated by 
the relation =+=s. 
In order to discuss the notion of 2nd-order substitutions we have to extend the 
2nd-order terms appropriately. Let IV := { FI’i ) i > 1) be a set of additional individual 
variables. Then T2(C U A, V,X U W) denotes the set of extended 2nd-order terms. For 
t E Tz(C U A, V,X U W), the rank of t is the largest index m such that W, actually 
occurs in t. Observe that the rank of t is zero if and only if TV T2(C U A, VJ). 
A 2nd-order substitution is a mapping 4 : V UX ---) T2(C U A, V,X U W) U V satisfy- 
ing the following conditions: 
(1) dam(4) := {x~ V UX I&x) fx} is finite, 
(2) 4(x) E T2(C U A, V,X) for all x&Y, and 
(3) 4(u) is a term of rank at most n for all u E V, n dam(4). 
The substitution 4 can be extended to a mapping & : T2(C U A, V,X) -+ T2(C U A, 
V,X) as follows: 
- if g E A, then 4e(g) = g, 
- if g EX, then 4&) = 4(g), 
- if g = agi for some a EC, then q&(g) = u(&(gl)), 
- if g=v(gi,..., g,,) for some DE V, such that v $dom(b), then be(g) = v(&(gi), . . . , 
&(adh and 
- if g=v(gi,..., gn) for some VE V, n dam(+), then 6(g) = +(u)P’i + 4&i ), . . . , 
W, +- &(gn)], that is, each occurrence of (the place holder) Wi in the term 4(u) is 
replaced by the term &(gi), i = 1,. . . ,n. 
To simplify the notation the extension $e will simply be denoted by 4. 
We want to establish the fact that the and-order E-matching problem and the 2nd- 
order E-unification problem for S on T2(C U A, V,X) are recursively reducible to the 
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2nd-order E-matching problem, respectively the 2nd-order E-unification problem, for S 
on T2(CU A, Vl,X), that is, the presence of the function variables of arity larger than 
one does not make these decision problems more difficult. We begin by considering 
the matching problem. 
Theorem A.1. The 2nd-order E-matching problem for a string-rewriting system S 
on C is eflectively reducible to the M-order E-matching problem for S, where S is 
considered as a string-rewriting system on .Z u fi. 
Proof. Let g, h E Tz(Z U A, V,X) constitute an instance of the 2nd-order E-matching 
problem for S. First we consider the case that Varv(h) = 0, that is, h = hid for some 
hl EC* and d EXU A. If Varv(g) = 0 as well, then g =gic for some gi EC* and 
c EX U A. If c E A, then there exists a 2nd-order substitution 4 satisfying 4(g) ti: h if 
and only if c = d and gi H; hl. This is the word problem for S, which is reducible 
to the lst-order E-matching problem for S in the presence of the free letters in V, 
(cf. the proof of Theorem 5.1). If CGX, then there exists a 2nd-order substitution 
4 satisfying d(g)+: h if and only if there exists a mapping cp: {c} --+ C* such that 
q(g) = gi . q(c) -i hl, that is, if and only if the existential sentence “3~ : gi v N hl” has 
a solution mod S. If g = gsv(gi, . . . , g,,) for some go E Z* and VE V,, then consider the 
existential sentence “3 v : gov - hl”. If there exists a string w E C* such that gsw *z hi, 
then the 2nd-order substitution 4 : v I-+ w(d) satisfies 4(g) = g&(v) = gowd @: hid = h. 
Conversely, if there exists a and-order substitution 4 such that 4(g) e: h, then we 
have h=hld%~&g)=g&(v(gI,..., gn)). Since Vary(h)=B, we see that @(v(gi,..., 
gn))E C* . {d}, that is, &v(gi,. . . , gn)) = wd for some w E Z*. Thus, the substitution 
cp : v H w gives a solution for the existential sentence above. 
Finally, consider the case that h = hov(hl,. . . , h,) for some ho EC* and VE V,. 
If Varv(g)=Varx(g)=0, then obviously, there is no 2nd-order match from g onto h. 
Otherwise, g can be written as g = gou(gi,. . . , gm) for some go E Z* and UE V,, or 
g = gox for some go E C* and x EX. 
Claim. There exists a 2nd-order match from g onto h if and only if the existential 
sentence “3~ :gov- ho” has a solution mods. 
Proof. If w E .Z* satisfies gow ct: ho, then we take the 2nd-order substitution 4 defined 
by u H wv(hl , . . . ,h,), respectively, x H wv(hl,. . . ,h,). Then 4(g) = gowv(hl,. . . ,h,) W: 
hov(hl,... , h,) = h. Conversely, if 4 is a 2nd-order substitution satisfying q5(g) @s h, 
then we see that g&(u(gi,. . . ,g,,,)) = 4(g) (s: h = hov(hl,. . . , h,). Hence, 4(u(gi,. . . , 
qn))=WV(w,..., w,,) for some w EZ* and wi , . . . , w,, E Tz(C U A, V,X) such that 
gcw ++; ho, and wi M; hi, i = 1,. . . , n. Thus, the mapping v H w gives a solution for 
the existential sentence above. 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem A. 1. 0 
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Comparing Theorem A. 1 to Theorem 5.1 we conclude that the 2nd-order E-matching 
problem for string-rewriting systems does not get more difficult when function variables 
of arity larger than one are admitted. 
Now we turn to the unification problem. Let (g,h) be an instance of the 2nd- 
order E-unification problem for S. Let V’ denote the set of function variables of arity 
larger than one that actually have occurrences in g or in h. To simplify the notation 
let V’ = (01 ,..., urn}, where uiE5, (jia2, i=l,..., m). Let II; ,..., u~EV~ be ~nary 
function variables that do not occur in g or in h, and let K = K1 x . . . x K,,,, where 
Ki={1,2 ,..., ji} (i=l,... ,m). For each m-tuple <=(tl,...,&,,)~K we define a 2nd- 
order substitution q with dam(q) = V’ as follows: 
CI[(Vi):=U~(W&) (i=l,..., m). 
By J we denote the set of pairs of 2nd-order terms J := {(q(g), q(h)) I( E K}. Observe 
that, for each ~EK, q(g),q(h)E T2(C U A, 6,X), that is, each pair (a,(g),q(h)) can 
be interpreted as an instance of the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S on the set 
of 2nd-order terms T2(C U A, fi,X). 
We will see that this set J gives the intended reduction from the instance (g,h) of 
the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S on Tz(C U A, V,X) to finitely many instances 
of the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S on T2(Z U A, V,,X). The following two 
lemmata describe the correspondence b tween the solutions for (g,h) and those for the 
pairs in J. 
Lemma A.2. If there exists an m-tuple 5 E K and a 2nd-order substitution Y : V, UX --+ 
T2(C U A, Vi,X U {WI}) U 6 such that Y(q(g)) =s Y(q(h)), then there is a 2nd-order 
substitution 4 satisfying 4(g) =s 4(h). 
Proof. Let <=((I,..., &)EK, and let Y:V~UX~T~(~UA,V,,XU{W,})U~~ be 
a 2nd-order substitution satisfying Y(q(g)) =s Y(q(h)). Define a 2nd-order substi- 
tution $ through 4 := Y 0 q, that is, 
if u&k’ or UE 6 13 (Varv(g) U Varv(h)), 
if U = Vi E V’, 
where Y(u:)[ WI t Wt,] denotes the term that is obtained from the term Y(ui) by 
replacing the variable W, by the variable Wti. 
Claim. 449) =S ytqtg)). 
Proof. By induction on g: 
- g=cEA: 4(g)=c= Y(q(g)). 
- g =xEX: l$(g) = 4(x) = Y(x) = Y(q(g)). 
- g=a.gl for some aEC: $(g)=a.&gl)=sa. Y(og(g,)) (by the induction hypo- 
thesis) = Y(q(agl))= Y(q(g)). 
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- g=o.gi for some UC&: &g)=$(v.gr). If Y(v)ET~(CUA, V,,X), then &v.gl)= 
4(u)= Y(u)= Y(v+q(gr))= Y(q(u.gr)). If Y(v)=w. Vi, then &u.gr)=w. 
&gr)=s w. Y(q(gr)) (by the induction hypothesis)= Y(v.q(gl))= Y(q(u-gr)). 
Finally, if u $Z dom( Y), then u $! dam($), either, and $(u. gl) =s Y(CV(U + gl)) fol- 
lows analogously. 
- 9=~i(Sl~~~~~ gn), where UiE V’ and n =jia2. Then at(g) = ui’rr~(g~i), and hence, 
d(9) = Y(u,‘)[fi + dQgi)l =s W~wi + Y(q(gr,))] (by the induction hypothesis) 
= Y(4 &7g, 1) = wq(~i(sl,. . . , %I))) = Yu(q(g>). 0 
Analogously, 4(h) = s Y(a,(h)). Thus, we see that $(g) =s Y(q(g)) = s Y(q(h)) 
=,&h) holds, that is, C$ is indeed a 2nd-order substitution unifying the terms g and 
hmodS. 0 
It remains to establish the converse of Lemma A.2. 
Lemma A.3. Zf there is a 2nd-order substitution C#I satisfying @(g)=s 4(h), then 
there exists an m-tuple ~EK and a 2nd-order substitution Y : fi UX --f Tz(E U A, fi, 
X u {WI}) U fi such that Y(q(g)) =s Y(q(h)) holds. 
Proof. Let $J be a 2nd-order substitution such that 4(g) =s 4(h). We define an m-tuple 
5:=5(s,h):=(&,..., &)EK and a 2nd-order substitution Y : V, UX -+ Tz(Z U A, fi, 
X u {W,}) U 6 inductively. First we choose a constant CE A: 
t 
d if 4(g) = wad for some wg EC* and d E A, 
c:= 
some arbitrary element from A, otherwise. 
Observe that 4(g) = wad implies that 4(h) = w;d for some WA EC*. We now construct 
l(g) E K and a Znd-order substitution ‘ys inductively as follows: 
- if g= f Ed, then choose Qg):=(l,..., 1 ), and Yg := id, the identity mapping; 
- if g=xEX, then choose Qg):=(l,..., l), and YJx) := woc if 4(x) = way or if 
~(x)=wo~(w1,‘.., wk) for some woEC* and BEAUX or UEVk (kal); 
- if g = agl for some a EC, then choose t(g) := ((gr ), and Yg := u$, ; 
- if g = ugl for some u E VI, and 4(u) = wg Wr for some wo E Z*, then choose r(g) := 
Ml) and Yq(u) := $(a); 
- if g=ugl for some u~fi, and c$(u)$C*.W~, then choose Qg):=(l,...,l), and 
Yq(u):=woc, where &u)=wod for some WOEC* and dEAUX, or 4(u)= 
WOU(Wl,..., wk) for some woEz* and ugvk (k>l); 
- if g=uj(gl,..., Sk), where Ui E V’ fl Vk, and 4(Ui) = wo Wj for some WOES* and 
jE{l,..., k}, then choose Y&u;) := wg WI and t(g) := <(gj)jt, =j, that is, 
4(g)=(5(9j)l,...,r(gj)i-l,j,5(9j)i+l,...,5(9j)rn); 
- if g=Ui($Jr,...j gk), where ui~V’fIVk, but &Ui)$Z*.{&,...,Wk}, then choose 
Hs):=(l,..., l), and Y,(ui):= WOC, where 4(Vi)= wad for some WOEC* and 
dEAUX, or $(Ui)=WoU(Wr,..., we) for some WOEC* and UEV~ (/al). 
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In this way we have constructed an m-tuple t(g) EK and a 2nd-order substitution 
Yq. By analyzing h in the same way this m-tuple t(g) and this substitution !Pg are 
transformed into an m-tuple 5 := {(g, h)cK and a 2nd-order substitution Y. Since 4 
is a 2nd-order unifier mod S of g and h, the changes made to t(g) and to !Yq in 
this second part of the construction do not introduce inconsistencies with respect o 
the first part of the construction. Certainly, (a;(g),q(h)) is one of the instances of 
the 2nd-order E-unification problem for S on the set of terms Tz(C U A, Vl,X) that are 
constructed from the pair (g,h). It remains to verify that Y(q(g)) =S Y(q(h)) holds. 
We distinguish between two cases. 
Claim 1. If 4(g) =w.d f or some WEE* and d E A, then Y(q(g)) = 4(g), and 
Y(og(h)) = w’d for some w’ E C* satisfying w ++i w’. 
Proof. If 4(g)= w .d for some WCC* and d E A, then 4(g)==s 4(h) implies that 
4(h) = w’ . d for some w’ E C* satisfying w ++z w’. Thus, it suffices to verify that 
Y(q(g)) = w. c holds, since then the corresponding statement for h follows in the 
same way. 
We proceed by induction on g: 
- if g = f E A, then 4(g) = f = Y(q(g)); 
- if g=xEX, then &g)=&x)=w.d=w.c= Y(x)= Y(q(g)); 
- if g=agl for some aEC, then Y(q(g))= a. Vqh )> = awld = a. 4(sl> = (b(w) 
by the induction hypothesis; 
_ if g = ugi for some v E Vi, then either $(u) = w. d or 4(u) = w1 . WI for some prefix 
WI of w, that is, w = wi w2 for some w2 E Z*, and &gi) = w2d. Then Y(q(g)) = 
~Y(W(!Jl>> = 
w.d if $(u)=w.d 
WI . Y(q(gi)) otherwise 
= wd = 4(g); 
LH. 
- if g=q(gi,..., gk) for some vi E V’ n Vk, then either $(ai) = w. d or &vi) = WI . Wj, 
where w = wiw2 and +(gi)= w2d. In the former case Y(q(g)) = Y(u~q(gj)) = 
wd = 4(g), and in the latter we have Y(at(g)) = Y(t&rg(gj)) = w1 Y(q(gj))t;, 
w1 cb(gi) = wiwzd = 4(g). 0 
Claim 2. If 4(g) = w . x for some WEC* and xGf, then Y(q(g)) = w . c, and 
Y(q(h)) = w’ . c for some w’ EC* satisfying w HZ w’. 
Proof. If 4(g) = w .x for some WEC*, then 4(g) =S 4(h) implies that 4(h) = w’ .x 
for some w’ E C* satisfying w -s* w’. Thus, it suffices to verify that Y(q(g)) = w. c 
holds, since then the corresponding statement for h follows analogously. However, this 
proof is simply done by induction on g as in the proof of Claim 1. 0 
Claim 3. If 4(g) = w~fi(wl ,...,wk)for some WOEC* and CEV, then Y(og(g))=wo.c, 
and Y(q(h)) = WA. c for some wAEC* satisfying wg -s* w;. 
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Proof. WOfi(Wl, . . .) wk) = 4(g) =S 4(h) implies that 4(h) = w$(wi ‘, . . . , wk’) for some 
wi E Z* satisfying wa HS* w& and hence, it suffices to verify that Y(q(g)) = WO. c 
holds. We proceed by induction on g: 
- if g = d E A, then 4(g) = d contradicting the hypothesis of Claim 3; 
- if g=xEX, then 4(g)= 4(x) = wefi(wi , . . . , wk) implies that Y(q(g)) = Y(x) = 
w0.c; 
- if g = agi for some a~ C, then w@(wi,. . . , WI = 4(g) = 4(w) = ad(sl) implies 
that wa=aGc and &gi)=Wo$wi,... , wk) hold. Hence, Y(q(g)) = a + Y(q(gi )) = 
a. Goc(by the induction hypothesis) = wo . c; 
- if g = vgi for some OE Vi, then either 4(v) = wafi(wi,. . , wk) implying that Y(ar(g)) 
= Y(vq(gi)) = Y(u) = w. . c, or g%(v) =w; Wi for some prefix w; of WO, that is, 
w. = w;wl for some w{ EZ*. In the latter case W&WI,. . . , wk) = 4(g) = 4(ugt) = 
w,@(gi ) implies that &(gi ) = w[fi(wi, . . . , wk), and hence, we obtain Y(q(gi))= 
Y'(w&l )) = w; . V&II IjIG. w;w; . C = wo . c; 
- if g=ui(gi,..., gt) for some u; E V’ n I$, then either &vi) = wh Wj for some 
jE{l,..., e} and wAE,Z* satisfying wo = wAw,$‘, or &ui)=wofi(w(,. ..,wL). In the 
former case t(g)i=j and Y(ot(g))= Y(ujo~(g~))=w~Y(o~(g~))I~,w~~~~~=~o~c, 
since wa$wi,. . . , wk) = &q(gl,. . , ge)) = wA4(gi) implies that 4(gi) = wti!(wi, 
...> wk) holds. In the latter case Y(q(g)) = Y(uj) = wo . c. 0 
Claims 1-3 yield Y(cq(g))=s Y(q(h)). Actually, we have shown that Y can es- 
sentially be chosen to be a closed substitution, that is, for each variable y E (X U Y) fl 
dom(Y),Varx(Y(y))=(b=Vary(Y(y)). 0 
Lemmas A.2 and A.3 together give the following result. 
Theorem A.4 Let (g,h) be an instance of the 2nd-order E-untjication problem for S. 
From (g, h) we can eflectiuely determine a finite collection of instances J = {(gr, ht) ( 
<EK) of the 2nd-order E-uniJication problem of S on the set of 2nd-order terms 
T2(Cu A, 6,X) such that there exists a 2nd-order substitution 4 satisfying 4(g) 
=s 4(h) if and only if; for some 5 E K, there exists a (closed) 2nd-order substitution 
Y such that Y(gg)=s Y(ht). 
Thus, the 2nd-order E-unification problem for a string-rewriting system S does not 
get more complicated, if function variables of arity larger than one are added. Hence, as 
far as the decidability/undecidability of this problem is concerned, it suffices to admit 
function variables of arity one. This justifies the restriction placed on the 2nd-order 
terms in Sections 5 and 6. 
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